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Rationale »>«~With the growing problems of discipline in otir
schools^ teaching needs more and more st^porbive serrices and in¬
creased man-power help. Alrea^ teachers are extremel;^ busy serving
in various ways as janitors^ clerks and playground policemen. This
point is well known to all and has been made z^eatedly with heat and
vigor* to statesmen* parents and school officials who are continually
trjrlng to free teachers from the taxing burden of clerical and xoutine
tasks. In trying to solve this problem* the teacher aide program lends
itself to popular use. So far* results of the e3^)erimsnt with teacher
aides have been satisfactozy.
The teacher aide program is proving to be useful in more ways than
one. Teacher aides are usually respected members of the ccomnunity since
they are drawn from zetired teachers* housewives and high school students
in fields other idian teaching. This practice tends to strengthen the
school-cansmznity relation^p.
A teacher aide is one vdio is supposed to be a mature person who is
exprected to assist a teacher in handling children individually or
collectively* executing scpportive and clerical tasks. She is not
supposed to execute the regular professlcmal tasks for vdiich a teacher
needs technical training. For the teacher aide to be in lina vith the
1
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regular classroom teacher, the following are the basic requirements a
she should write legibly, spell correctly, use basic mathematical com¬
putations correctly, speak clearly and intelligently, type (at least)
demonstrate satisfactory level of intuition, resourcefulness, and
creativeness* She should be flexible, reliable, adaptable and depend*
able in performing assignments*
In some elementary classrooms teachers'aides do everything £ram
decorating the bulletin board to watering plants. It is observed that
the aide has not intruded in apy way upon the professional duties of the
teacher* Xhe- lystem has proved to be helpful to teachers* t^hat is more,
teacher aides reduce the clerical and routine task load of the teacher*
As schools became interested in fitting staff-utilization concepts
to their own particular situations, the questions usually arises Should
we use teacher aides? And if so, idxat sorts of things should teacher
aides do? Miat kinds of individuals should they be?
The teacher aide's function fits most benefically into the team¬
teaching situations, but aides can also be of immeasurable help when
assigned tot (1) teachers operating singly with a depaxtment or (2) a
physical faciliiy, such as a language laboratory, a graiMc arts-curri-
culum materials room, or even a lecture hall*
To identify areas where teacher aides can help, poses no problem.
Ihe essential question is thiss Where can assistance be applied most
benefically to raise the qualily of educational offerings? The right
answer depends tq>on sitviations closely related to eadi school. However,
if a school is seeking to gain the most benefit from the appointment of
aides, certain guidelines should be considered* Unless aides are sought
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as a brand or suxplus ccaiisodlt3r to be thrown, in stop-gap measure, at
the rushing tide of teenagers, the general functions end roles of the
aide's position mst be defined early*^
Byolution of the problam.—During the past school term, the writer
was asked to serve on a committee to rate the activities and duties of
teacher aides* Sy benefit of three months of esperience in having an
aide assigned to him, the writer can pexh^s provide a little guidance
and some supportive data for those considering teacher's aides and how
they are helping to alleviate some of the pertinent problems of the
classroom teachers* This situation encouraged the writer to do this
study.
Contribution to educational knowledge*—The writer hopes that the
findings in this stud^ will serve to identify and to characterize the
x^utine tasks vhich are usually e:!{pected of teacdier aides*
Statement of the problem.—The problem involved in this study was
to determine, analyze, and f^raise the roles and functions of "Teacher
Mdes" in Fayette County Training School, Fayetteville Elementary School,
and Butts County School.
Pu3rpoge of the study*—The major puipose of this study was to
develop a profile of the varied tasks vdiich teacher aides may be called
iq)on to perform when mipl(yed in a school situation.
The specific puxposes of this study werei
^Scott D. Thomas, "Sraei^lng Role of the Teacher Aide," Clearsnp;
House 37* (February, 1963), pp. 326-30*
h
1. To analyze the opinions of teachers dsout the ejected
ftoctlona and activities of teacher aides in selected
elementazy schools*
2. To appraise the basic training teacher aides bring to ihelr
jobs;
a* The educational background of teacher aides.
b. The usual basic academic or other-iype training re¬
quired for esployment as a teaudxer aide.
3. To deteiTaine the major areas of functions in which teacher
aides can be enpl<yed to work at a school.
i;. To determins average number of teacher aides assigned to$
a. A classroom
b. A school
To ascertain the time-allotment devoted to specific tasks
which teacher aides are called tpon to do*
6* To ascertain what is the teachers* ^praisal and/or evaluation
of the usefulness of the teacher aides serving in their schools.
7. To determine what are the inplieations for educational theozy
and practice.
Limitation of the study*—The major limitation of this study is
the question as to the authenticity and accuracy of the opinions ex¬
pressed by the respondents to the items on the questiozmaiz«> which is
to be used to collect the data*
Definition of tezms*—The significant terms to be used throughout
this study are defined below*
1* Teacher aides are auxlliazy personnel (we prefer the latter
tezm to either teacher aides or parsprofessionals) brought
into the school to assist teachers in teaching children and
youth* Th^ may perform a wide variety of tasks*!
National Commission cm Teacher Education and Professional Standards;^
National Education Association. TEP5 Newsletter* Vol. H. No* 2 (June.
1966), p. U*
2. Monitora - aa aide vho aupexrlaes in the lunchrooms, on tlie
plegrgrounda, during phjslcal education and pla7 periods in
studjr rooms, in halls and corridors and on bus dutj.l
3* OpinioJ^ - •- belief, judgement, idea, impression, sentiment, or
notion that has not been conclusively proved and lacks the
weight of carefully reasoned judgement or certainly of con¬
viction*
Method of research.—The Deacilptive-Survey Method of research,
eiqployLng the pacific techniques of the questionnaire and official
school records, was used to collect the data. The Descriptive-Survey
Method was chosen because of its versatiliiy, practicality, and its
usefulness in identifying present conditions and pointing to present
needs.
Locale and period of the study.—This study was conducted in Butts
County, Jackson, Georgia and Fayette County, Fayetteville, Georgia during
the school year 1966*1967.
Sub.lects.—The subjects used in this research were one-hundred
teachers end their teacher aides ^o were employed in Fayette County
and Butts County.
Materials and instruments.—The materials used in this study was a
j^ecially designed questionnaire on the functions and activities of teacher
aides and official records.
Procedural steps.—The following procedural steps were used to
achieve the purposes of this study’s
1. The literature pertinent to this studF was reviewed, abstracted
and summarized for incorporation in the final thesis copy.
^J. B. VMte, "Educational Leadership Teacher Aides," Florida Educa¬
tional Research and Development Council. Research Bulletin. Vol. II, No.
1 (Mar(^, 1966).
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2. The epecifie questionnaiw on teacher aides vas constructed
and validated under the direction of staff menibers of the
School of Education.
3* Permission was sectored from the proper school authorities to
conduct this study.
U. The questionnaire was dlstrlhuted to and executed by the
regular teachers in the schools participating in the study.
5. The data on the questionnaire were assenibled in ^propriate
tables end/or charts as indicated by the purposes of the study.
6. The data were statistically treated with ireference to the
fr>equency and per cent of responses to the questioxmalre items.
7. The formulation of the statement of findings^ conclusions,
inpHeations and recomtoendations were incorporated in the
finished thesis copy.
Survey of related literature.—The writer distributed 125 ques¬
tionnaires to elemwitary school teachers in Butts County and Fayette
County schools with a view to appraising the roles and functions of
teachers' adies In elementary schools. The questionnaire had 113
questleas, thirty falling under Introduction, seven under Individual
Help, six under Counseling and G^ddanee. twelve under Discipline.
elevm under Reporting Education Status of Pupils, ei^t under Con¬
ferring with other Schools, four imder Extra Curricular Activities.
nine under Community Relaticms and nineteen under Professional Develop¬
ment.
Each question required six answers in the following categories!
(a) With Vlhom?, (1) With teacher, (2) Without teacher, and (b) How
frequent - (1) generally, (2) Oceauiionally, (3) Seldom and (4) Never.
The questions under the introduction were designed to find out if
aides recognize the irportance of their work with pxpilsj if aides are
permitted to diplieate work materials for pupils for instructional
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puxposeaj if aidea are pezmltted to offer help to small or large groups
of pupils in the elassroomj if aides select or choose materials and aids
for use in instructionj if aides group pupils for instructionj if aides
offer suggestions in selecting procedures or methods of instruction; if
aides make lesson plans« listen to reports^ areview or supervise free
reading and plaar for piqpilsj if aides place their planned work or work
planned by teacher on the board for pupils; if aides set up and operate
audio-visual equipment; end if aides teach or offer guidance in basic
skills*
It was also designed in this section to gain infozmation about the
help the aides offered in arranging the classrocaa bulletin boards and
directing fecial programs^ such as socio-drama and role playing. The
questloxmaire investigated other facts «d}out teaching reading, dramatics,
mathematles, art, science, games, physical education; assisting pupils
in motor skills such as map-reading, cut-outs and water color; examining,
selecting and assembling materials for science esperiments, and assist¬
ing in planning the eurrieulum, classroom organization and teaching
supplies.
Consideration was also given to know whether aides assist in mAirlng
arrangemffiits for special trips for pupils and inter-school communication
effective* The writer found it iaportant to know if aides assist in
making supplementaxy materials for instructional purposes, and assist
in registering piplls attention is given to what part aides play in
safety activities for Instruction during emezgencles. To cover other
assets of the teacher's duties, questions were asked to know if aides
assist in housekeeping in classroom as well as other school areas, if
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they assist in stqpervising pi^ils entering and leaving the school*
Take charge while relieving a teacher for a break during the school
day, perfoxTO clerical tasks, assist in preparing school r^orts and
ordering any school supplies*
Carroll, a past president of the Department of Classroom Teachers,
National Education Association, closely and cxltically examines the
use of teacher aides from the point of view of all those associated
with her, the teacher, the administrator, the student, the parent, and
of the aide herself*
The article deals with the relationship between teacher and aide
and the duties of the aide* The author asks an interesting question:
"Should funds for the aides be used to en^lqy new teachers, thereby
lightening existing teacher loads, and removing the need for the aide?"
She concludes that the exqjeriment in the Bay City, MLchigan schools
was successful*^ However, conditions for the use of aides were ex¬
cellent. Unless working conditions are good in other school systems,
the program would not work so well*
The program in Bay City was a pioneer one. It was repoxted in
National magazines and drew much attention and some controversy among
educators.
Cronin defines the term "teacher aides" and differentiates this
title frcmi the other names given to non-professional school personnel.
He says that a teacher aide is any person not holding a teacher's
Lucille CaiToU, "The Bay City Experiment, as Seen by a Classroom
Teacher," Journal of Teacher Education. 7* (June, 19^6), pp. Il;2-lli7.
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certificate, salaried or imsalaried, vho assumes duties heretofore








Cronin also states that teadier aides may be found in the community,
end that schools have used other methods of freeing teachers' time than
that of the ai;>loyment of aides.^
Cutler feels that perscais vho may qualify as teacher aides Include
retired teachers, housewives, college studoits and high school students.
Cutler indicates that high school students are not as desirable as aides
as the other groups she mentions.
She lists some questions about the use of teacher aides in the
school program fdiieh seem to cast doubt on their value.
These questions include:
1. Where are substitutes obtained for aides who are absent?
2. How should aides handle disciplinary problems?
3* How can they be brought into an in*service program?
She has information in tabular form on these matters:
1. The launching of a teacher aide program.
2. The pay scales for teacher aides.
3. Student aides as members of a teaching team. 3
^Joseph M. Cronin, "What's All This About Teacher Aides," California
Journal of Secondav Education. 3^* (November, X9$9)f pp. 390-397,
^Ibld.. p, 397.
3
Marylyn H. Cutler, "Teacher Aides are Worth the Effort," Nations
Schools. (April, 1961*), pp, 67-69j 116-118,
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Cutler also gives exan^es of the uses of teacher aldes^ Including
en^lc^rLog them as lay readers.^
Dlederlch sees two t^es of laor readers in schools* He states
that there are paid and uz^aid lasr readers used in schools* He con¬
cludes that such pex>8ons should be paid for two reasons:
1* So that the public will not believe that education is
free*
2. So that the readers and their activities nay be con¬
sidered on a professional basis*2
Diederioh develops the idea that letting qualified assistants
assume responsibility for limited segments of the teaching function
is in no way unprofessional^ and that every profession uses such
assistants. He makes the analogy of the surgeon and Ms team in and
out of the (derating room. He considers the zoatter of grading p^ers
and finds much fault wildi the view that teachers and readers should
praise the good« rather than find fault, with students' writing. Ha
concludes with the idea that z^sading does more to in^rove writing than
does writing itself, but there is so much student writing which needs
to be done that lay readers must be en^loyed to process it.^
Park usee time studies, records of student achievement, and teacher,
ptq>il and parent opinions in gathering data for the evaluation of the
effectiveness of the use of teacher aides. He concluded that such pro¬
grams are generally of positive benefit in the education entezprise.
^Ibld.
2
Paul B. Dlederlch, "Research Report: College-Educated Housewives
as Lay Reader," Bulletin of the National Association of SanoTir^ary School
Principals. U7: (April, I963), pp. 201-211.
^Ibld.. p, 2n.
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Thera are no evidences of threat to teachers In the use of aides
in their dassrooms* There axe also no indications of IJie corroption
of educational programs because of the eii^>lp3/ment of aides for teachers*
Teachers reported enjoying their teaching idien th^ were assigned
aides because the aides reUeved them of chores and penoitted them more
time for pr^aratlon and teaching.^
Stafford listed twent7-one eategoxles of professional and non-
professional duties of teachers and gal^ered data on the time spent
on each bj teachers with and without aides* He concluded that teachers
with aides in their classrooms gave more time to professional activities
than those who had no aides* but there was not a significant increase
in purely pirofesslonal activity by the teacher idxo had the services of
the aide.
There was a significant reduction in the time that the teacher
gave to non-professional activities ^en she had an aide* There was
also much more time given to the individual child idien both the teacher
and the aide worked with him*^
Thcm^son says ihat there is a demarcation of the area in idiich
teacher aides can function in schools* and in which only the fully
educated professional should work. The author believes that the
teacher aide operates most effectively in a team teaching situation.
However* the aide can be helpful to the teacher in helping to lni>^TTh«^n
instruction when the teacher has a physical set up such as a language
^Charles B. Park* "The Teacher Aide Plan," Nation*s Schools ?6:




^Hiatnpson also discusses the several aspects in a teacher aide
program, orientation, training, teacher supervision, scheduling the
use of aides' time, and the costs in esiploying aides in schools. He
says that the oritic of the use of aides vdio cries that it is uipro-
fessional to use them have no basis for their criticism 'idien the duties
of the aides ere not those of the teacher and when this is made dear
in the seleetim and training process.^
Burke is concerned with the assistance lay readers can give to
teachers of classes in English oonposition, and with the lay readers'
duties.
The readers should be carefully screened before employment with:
(1) tests, (2) interviews, and (3) sauries of their writing. After
employm^t, they should receive consistent guidance regardless of
their previous eii^eriencs. Their roles in collaboration with ihe
teacher must be carefully gelled out. The key to the success of the
program is the relationship between the teacher and the reader.
The duties of the readers are to: (1) suggest grade for students,
(2) hold conferences with students, aM (3) read revisions and correc¬
tions on p«g>er8 that they have graded.3
i'" "''' ' ' "■ " ■"
Curt Stafford, “Teacher Time Utilization with Teacher Aides,"
Journal of Educational Research. $6t (October, 1957)# PP* 82-88.
2
Scott D. Thonpson, "Emerging Role of the Teacher Aide," Clearing
House'; 37: (February, I963), pp. 326-3:^.
3
Virginia M. Burke, "A Candid %inictti on Lay Readers," Engliah
Journal. 50: (April, 19o2), pp. 258-26U.
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Burke's article concludes with the thought that English teachers
must maintain control of the program and Insist on high standards of
work in order for the aides to be useful.^
The Johnson "Great Societj" administratian has embarded on an
all-out war on poverty with the administrative techniques and the
emotional fervor usually reserved for a battlefield. Basic know¬
ledge is available oh educationally unstimulated^ unmotivated pupils
in^overifihed families.
The first knowledge of teacher aides was made known early in 196$*
It is believed that the use of teacher aides in the elementary schools
might lead to several noticeable benefits of (1) effective elementary
school esperlences^ (2) curriculum changOf and (3) elimination and/or
reducticm of emotional prcblems*
Mary educators agree and report their convictions that teacher
aides are enthusiastic and positive facets in the elementary school
programs.^
Summary of related literatiire*—The literature pertinent to this
study was reviewed in the li^t of extended educational offerings for
the regular classroom teacher and teacher aides. Atnong special curri¬
cular areas the limited amount of literatuare reviewed in connection




Mary lovrita Adams, "Teachers* Instructional Needs in Teaching
Reading," Reading Teacher. 17* (Jammy, 196U), pp. 260-261*.
1.
lit
Self*conc^t tfiould be of vital In^ortance to child growth
and development^ and mast be the basic aim of everT* educa¬
tional program.
2. Teacher aides are persons who help the classroom teacher and
school personnel in atteiqpting to alleviate zoansr barriers to
educational gxxwth and development.
3. Teacher aides are those persons who attract national educa¬
tional attention.
U. Teacher aides are non-professional workers^ however^ their
background training qualifies then to aid the classroom
teacher tremendously.
5. Teacher aides are as effective in a community as they are in
a classroom.
6. Some authoxlties disagree in categorizing all teacher aides
as ncsx-professional employees.
7. Teachers are well pleased with services rendered ty teacher
aides.
6. No teacher feels threatened «hen services are rendered by
teacher aides.9.Studies^ reports and projects ^ow that teacher aides are
generally of positive bexiefit in the education enterprise.
10. Teachers idio have teacher aides give more time to professional
activities than those teachers idio have no aides.
11. Individualized instructlcm itself can be more readily acconpli^d
and a higher level of performance is revealed when the teacher
has the services of the teacher aide.
12. The teadier aide is effective as a mesiber of a team teaching
situation.
13* ^lish teachers cover more academic content when the teacher
aides reduce the load of the classroom teacher in activities,
such as, correcting papers, checking reports, and fixing the
bulletin board.
CHAPTSl II
PRESENTATION AND AN&LISIS OP DATA
Organization and Treatment of Data
The presentation and analysis of liie data in Chapter II, stemming
from the research problem on the Duties and Activities of Teacher Aides
in the schools of Butts and Fayette Counties, Georgia, 1966-1967,
The major 80urce(s) of the data collected was a j^ecifically de-
signed questionnaire, executed by the principals, teachers and teacher
aides who were eniployed in the schools of Butts and Fayette Counties,
1966-1967# which was pointedly structured to identify the nature and
frequency of perfoxmanee of the varied duties and/or activities idiich
teacher aides are called iq>on axid/or esqjected to perform in the public
schools* Therefoire, the treatment and presentation and treatment of
the dataa^ organized around the major divisions of the information
requested on the questionnaire, to witt (a) the natuze and Trequency
of perfonnance of tasks of instructionj (b) dassroom management; (a)
the nature and frequency of performance of tasks of individual help to
pupils; (d) the nature and frequency of perfonnance of tasks of guidance
and counseling; (e) the natuz>8 and frequmcy of performance of tasks per¬
taining to discipline; (f) the nature and frequen<y of performance of
tasks of serving as parent substitute; (g) the nature and frequency of
performance of tasks of reporting educational status of piqjlls; (h) the
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nature and frequem^ of tasks of conferring with other school personnel;
(i) the nature and frequenc7 of performance of tasks within the extra¬
curricular activities program; (j) the nature and frequency of tasks
peirbaining to canummilT' relations; and (k) the nature and frequency*
of perfonoance of tasks deallog with professional developn^nt.
The presentation and analysis of the data follow the sequence of
data-categorles outlined above in the remaining sections of this ch^ter.
Instructional Services Perfoxmed by Teacher Aides
The data on the instructional services performed by the one
hundred teacher aides in the Butts and Fayette Counties Schools^ 1^66-
1967 are presented in Table 1, page 17*
Instructional services rendered by teacher aides with assistance
of the teachers*—The types of instructional services rendered by the
teacher aides with the assistance of the teachers ranged firam a low of
6 or 6 per cent for aides taking chaise while relieving a teacher for a
break during the school day, to a high of 38 or 38 per cent for aides
teadiing or offering guidance In basic skills*
The other types of Instxuctional services rendered by the teacher
adies with teacher assistance ranked as follows: 35 or 35 per cent for
peimitting aides to offer help to small or larger groiqps of piq)ils in
the classrooms; 29 or 29 per cent for selecting materials and aids for
use in instruction; 28 or 28 pap cent for teaching dramatics or mathe¬
matics; 2k or 2k per cent for grovq)ing pi5>ils for instruction,
A summaiy of the data would fi|)pear to indicate that the chief
instructicoial services rendered by the teacher aides wito the h^p of
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the teadiers irers geared totrard guidance in basic skills^ offering help
to pi^Us In dramatization and mathematics^ and grouping pi^lls for
Instruction*
Instructional services rendered by teacher aides id.thout the
assistance of the teachers«—The i^Tpes of Instructional services
rendered the teacher aides without the assistance of the teachers
ranged from a low of 3 or 3 pei* cent for directing special programs,
teaching art or science, asslstlzig In planning the curricula, classroom
organization and teaching supplies, and assisting In making arrangements
to special trips for pupils, to a high of 2$ or 2$ per cent for assist^
ing In sup^nrlslng pipUs entering and leaving school* ^
Ihe other types of Instructional services rendered by the teacher
aides without teacher assistance ranked as follows: li; or H: per cent
for permitting aides to make lesson plans, listen to r^orts review or
supervise free reading and play for pipUsi 13 or 13 per cent for taking
charge while relieving a teacher, and offering help to anall or large
groups of pupils In the classroom; 10 or 10 per cent for offering guidance
In basic skills to pupils.
A summary of the data would eppear to Indicate that the chief In¬
structional services rendered by teacher aides without the help of the
teachers include permitting aides to make lesson plans, listen to re¬
ports or supervlso free reading and play, take charge idille relieving
a teacher, and offering help to small or large groups*
Frequency of the Performance of Instructional
Services by the Teacher Aides
The data on the frequency of performance of the different types of
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instructional serTlces by the one hundred teacher aides of Butts and
FsQrette Counties are presented in T^le 2, page 20«
Searylees generally performed.^-The t^^pes of instructional services
generally rendered by the teacher aides ranged from a low of zero per
cent for directing socio-drama« role play to a high of or 14^ per cent
for offering help to small or large groups of pupils in the classroom.
The other types of instructional serrlces generally rendered by
the aides ranked as follows} 21 or 21 per cent for teaching reading,
dramatics, mathematicsj or 1$ per cent for guidance in basic skillsj
11} or 111 per cent for instruction during emergencies, and grouping for
instructional puzposes*
A summary of the data suggests that the main instructional services
generally rendered by teadier aides include teaching or offering
guidance in basic skills, making lesson plans, listening to repo:rt8
reviewing or supervising free reading and play for piQ>ils, teaching
dramatics, mathematics, offering help to email or laxge groups of
pupils, and choosing materials, aids for use in instruction.
Services occasionally performed.*«The instructional services
rendered occasionally by teacher aides ranged frcm a low of 5 or 5 per
cent for teaching art or science to a high of 27 or 27 per cent for
guidance in basic skills.
The other types of tasks rendered occasionally by the teacher aides
were* guidance in basic skills, lesson plans, grouping for instructions,
and hoping to small or large groups.
Services seldom performed.--Table 2 indicates that the instructional
services seldom awndered by teacher aides ranged from a low of 7 or 7
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TABLE 2
DISTRIBBTION OF THE FEEQHEHCT WITH WHICH THE TEACHER-AIDES PERFCEM THEIR TASKS (INSTRUCTIONAL SERVICES
RENDERED BY AIDES WITH ASSISTANCE OF THE TEACHERS) IN THE .SCHOOLS OF BUTTS AND FAYETTE
COtHlTIES, QEORGIA, 1966-196?
Frequency of the Performance of Tasks
Generally Occasionally Seldom Never
xt/bjos
Nuidser Per Cent Number Per Cent Nunber Per Cent Nunber Per Cent
Qxiidance In basic skills 15 15 27 27 10 10 31 31
Help to small or lax^e groups hh lili 23 23 7 7 ii li
Choosing materials 7 7 19 19 16 16 111 111
Teaching reading, dramatics, mathematics 21 21 23 23 19 19 28 28
Grouping for instruction lit Hi 10 10 7 7 53 53
Suggestions in selecting procedures 5 5 20 20 11 U ]i5 li5
Directing socio-drama role play 0 0 12 12 12 12 60 6o
Examining, selecting and assembling materials 3 3 10 10 7 7 63 63
Instruction during emergencies Hi Hi 19 19 8 8 33 33
Lesson plans 7 7 2li 2li 10 10 llO hp
Planning curriculum 1 1 6 6 Hi Hi 62 62
Teaching art or science 2 2 5 5 13 13 60 60
Taking charge Tdxlle relieving a teacher 1 1 6 6 Hi 11* 62 62
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per cent for examining, eelecting materials, grouping for Instructions,
and offering help to large groups to a high of 19 or 1? per cent for
teaching reading, dramatics and mathematics.
The other l^es of Instructional seirvlces seldom rendered by the
aides ranged as foUotrst l6 or l6 per cent for (loosing materials; II4
or lit par cent for taking charge idiUe relieving a teacher, planning
the curriculum, and classroom organizatlcmi I3 or I3 per cent for
teaching art or science; 12 or 12 per cent for directing socio-drama
and role play.
A summazT’ of the data suggests that the main Instructional services
which the teacher aides seldom rendered Include reading, dramatics,
mathematics, choosing materials for Instruction, taking charge iMle
relieving a teadier, planning the curriculum, classroom organlzaticn,
and teaching art or science.
Services never perfozmed.—The instructional services never
rendered by teacher aides ranged from a low of U or 1* per cent for
helping small or large groups of pupils to a high of 63 or 63 per cent
for examining, selecting materials for science experiments.
!Che other -types of instructional services never performed by teacher
aides ranked as follows s 62 or 62 per cent for assisting In planning
-fche curricula, and taking charge vMle relieving a -teacher; 53 or 53
per cent for giwiping for instruction; Iil or lil per cent for selec-tlng
or choosing materials and aids for Instruction; ij5 or 2(5 per cent for
suggestions In selec-tlng procedures or methods of Instruc-tlon.^
A summary of the data suggests that the main Instructional services
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never rendered the aides include examining, selecting materials for
science eaqjerinents, assisting in planning the curricula, selecting and
choosing matezlal for instructions *
Classroom Hanagement Tasks Performed by Teacher Aides
The data on the t^es of classroom management tasks performed b^
the one hundred teacher aides in their services in the schools of Butts
and Faorette Counties axe presented in Table 3, page 23.
With teacher3.*-The types of different classroom management
services rendered hj teacher aides in performing their tasks with the
help of the teachers in the schools ranged from a loar of 12 or 12 per
cent for preparing school i^orts to a high of lil or Ijl per cent for
aides recogniziisg the importance of their work.
The other types of classroom management sezvices rendered by the
aides ranked as follows: 29 or 29 per cent for assisting in making
supplementary materials for instructional purposes; 28 or 28 per cent
for planning or offering help in arranging 'Uie classroom and bulletin
boards; 27 or 27 per cent for assisting in supervising safety activities
for the pipils.
A summazy of the data would appear to indicate that the chief
elasszK>om management services rendered by the teacher aides with the
help of the teachers were directed towaz^ pr^aring school repozts,
recognizing the importance of their work, assisting in maMng sipple-
mentazy materials for instructional puzposes, and planning or offering
help in arranging the classroom bulletin boards.
Without teacher8.«»The types of different classroaa management
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3mS3
DisTaiBanou OF fas pessobs (pniscsiiiSL) wuh «hck the teachsu
AIDES PEEFCEM THSIB TilSKS (IH CLASSROCM MAHAQIHEKT TASKS
PEKFOEH^ BI TEACm AIDES) IN THE SCHOOLS OF BOTTS
AND FAIETTB COONTIES, JACKSON, GECHQIA, 1^66^
1967
Qoidstlaa Itema tflth Teachers Va.th0(it Teachers
Inirdber Per Cent Hurher Per Cent
Becognitloa of in|>orta(tco of
thikr wxck ia 111 a 21
•tSiticiTug gasppXMSSBtAary wa^-p»y^ f» 29 29 17 17
Airanglas tbo dassroca 20 28 11 n
Safotgr ibetlvltlea 27 27 n 11
Hotor i&illfl 25 25 12 12
^ciol trips for pK^Us 25 25 3 3
Hegisterlng pt^ils 20 20 8 8
Haking inter-school ecssauni-
e&tioa sffootiTS 20 20 lU 111
TeaOhing $sm§ or eruspeanriss
pi^^esl eduos.14.aa 20 20 111 111
Hoosakeetping in the elsseffocn 20 20 12 12
Ordering school su^psOles JS 19 n 11
Xk^pliostlng xastffldsli 18 18 th 21|
(^>erstioa of sudio-risuel
e<|iiipsa3nt 17 17 20 20
ESntering lessing school 16 16 26 26
Flaoing idsnned oa hoard lU 111 8 8
Clerical 12 12 12 12
Preparing school reports 12 12 12 12
2h
services rendered by teacher aides in perfoiming"th£dr tasks without
the help of the teachers in the schools ranged frcm a low of 3 or 3
per cent for assisting in making arrangements for special trips for
pigjlls to a high of 26 or 26 per cent for entering and leaving school.
The other types of classTOom management services perfomed by the
aides ranked as followst Zh or 2U pax* cent for pezmltting the aides
to duplicate work materials for pupils for instructional purposes, 21
or 21 per cent for recognizing the iaportance of their work; 20 or 20
per cent for operating audio-visual equipment.
A sutonazy of the data would ippear to indicate that the chief
services rendered by teacher aides in performing their tasks without
the help of the teachers included entering and leaving school, pe3>'
mitting the aides to duplicate work materials for pupils for in¬
structional purposes, recognizing the importance of their work, and
operating audio-visual equipment*
Frequency of the Performance of Classroom Hanagement
Tasks Perfomed by Teacher Aides
Table h» page 2$, shows how frequently the classrocmi management
services were rendered by the one hundred teacher aides in schools of
Butts and Fayette Counties.
Services generally performed.—The classroom management services
rendered generally by teacher aides ranged from a low of 6 or 6 per cent
for special trips for pupils to a high of 57 or 57 per cent for re¬
cognizing the inportance of their work.
The other types of services rendered by the aides ranked as
followst 3^* 03? 3h per cent for performing clerical tasks during the
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TABLE
DISTRTBIJTION OF THE FREQOENCI WITH WHICH MS TEACHER-AIDES PERFORM THEIR TASKS (CLASSROOM MANAGEMSIT TASKS
PERFORMED BT TEACHER AIDES) IN THE SCHOOLS OF BUTTS AND FAZETTE COUNTIES, GEORGIA, 1966*1967
Frequency of the Performance of Tasks
Question Items Generally Occsusionallv Seldom Never
Number Per Cent Nuinber Per Cent Number Per Cent Nmnber Per Cent
Recognition of inportance of their work 57 57 lit lit 5 5 5 5
Making euppleraentary materials 13 13 26 26 16 16 31 31
Arranging the classroom Ik lit 3lt 3h 15 15 28 28
Safety activities 28 28 a 21 15 15 a 21
Mtotor skills 16 16 a a 10 10 3li 3lt
Special trips for pupils 6 6 13 13 7 7 57 57
Registering pupils 10 10 12 12 7 7 50 50
Making inter-school communication effective 9 9 13 13 19 19 37 37
Teaching games or supervise physical
education 17 17 18 18 8 8 39 39
Housekeeping in the classrocmi a 21 23 23 12 12 29 29
Ordering school supplies 8 8 19 19 8 8 59 59
Duplicating xnaterlals 30 30 19 19 8 8 28 28
Operating audio-visual equipment lU lit 29 Z9 lit lit 27 27
Entering and leaving school 21 21 26 26 5 5 33 33
Placing planned work on board 10 10 15 15 13 13 50 50
Clerical tasks 3k 3lt lit lit 8 8 32 32
Preparing school reports 18 18 22 22 U 11 it2 lt2
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«chool day; 30 or 3I4. per cent for duplicating materlalsj 28 or 28 per
cent for assisting in si^ervislng safety activities for the pi:Q>ll8.
A sunsazy of the data would ippear to indicate that the main
classroom managonent services that teacher aides generally rendesred
included recognising the laportance of their work, performing clerical
tasks during the school day, duplicating materials, and assisting in
supervising safety activities.
Serviees occasionally T?erformed.»~Cla83roara management services
occasi<Mially performed by teacher aides ranged from a low of 12 or 12
per cent for registering pi5)ils to a high of 3i|. or 3k per cent for
arranging the classroom.
!I!he other t^ppes of classroom management occaslonany* rendered
by teacher aides ranked as follows# 29 or 29 per cent for operating
audlo*visual equipment} 26 or 26 per cent for entering and leaving
school, making supplementary materials, 22 or 22 per cent for prepar*
ing school reports*
A sunmiary of the data suggests that the main classroom management
services occasionally rendered hy teacher aides included# arranging
■Uie classrooms, operating audio-visual eqjiipraent, entering and leaving
school, making supplementary materials, and preparing school reports.
Services seldom performed*—The classroom managmnent services
never rendered by teacher aides ranged frcm a low ot $ or $ per cent
for entering and leaving school, and irecc^nlzing the Irportance of
their work, to a hl^ of 19 or 19 per cent for making inter-school
consnunication effective*
The other t^pes of classroom management services seldom rendered
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b7 the teacher ranked ae follows t 16 or l6 per coit fox' making si^ple-
mentary materials; 15 or 15 por cent for safety activities and axrang*
Ing the classroQtnj ll| or lU par cent for operating audio-visual equip"
ment«
A summary of data suggests that the main classTOom managenmt
services vMch the teacher aides seldom rendered Includedt 8Tq>ervi8lng
ptq>lls entering and leaving school^ recognizing the Inportance of their
vork, making Inter-school communication effective, supplementaxy
materials, safety activities, and operating audio-visual equipment.
Services never performed#—The classroom management services
never rendered by teacher aides ranged fi*om a low of 5 or 5 per cent
for recognizing the li)g>03rtance of Iheir work to a hl^ of 59 or 59
per cent for ordering school supplies#
The other -types of classroom management servlcea never performed
by teacher aides ranked as follows* 57 or 57 per cent for making
arrangements for special trips forpplls,; $0 or $0 per cent for
registering pupils, placing planned work on the bulletin board.
A suimnaxy of the data suggests that the main classroom management
services never performed by the teacher aides were recognizing the
Importance of their woxic, ordering school supplies, arranging special
trips for ptpils, registering pupils and placing planned work on the
bulletin board#
Individual Help Services to Pvplls
The data on the tasks In Individual Help performed by the one
hundred teacher aides In Ihe schools of Butts and Fayette Counties are
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TJfflLE 5
DISTEUBUTION OF THE PERSONS (PERSONNEL) WITH WHOM THE
TEACHER-AIDES PERFORM THEIR TASKS (IN INDIFIDHAL
SERVICES TO PUPILS) IN THE SCHOOLS OF BUTTS
AND FA2ETTE COUNTIES, JACKSON, GEORGIA,
1966-1967
Question Items With Teachers Without Teachers
Number Per Cent Number Per Cent
fecial help 22 22 5
fecial projects 17 17 1? 15
Make iq) work 1$ 15 1$ 15
Aiding x>i$>ils with minor
injuries 1$ 15 10 10
Keeping anecdotal records
for pt?>ils 11; 11; 12 12
Visual and audltoxy
examination of pupils lU 11; 13 13
Checking for obvioua -
synptoms of child¬
hood diseases 7 7 1$
presented in Table 5*
With teachers.—The tasks of IndlTidual help tindertaken by teacher
aides with the teacher ranged from a low of 7 or 7 per cent for checking
for obvious qm^toms of childhood diseases to a high of 22 or 22 per
cent for providing help for typical pupils in academic drills and/or
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plajr activities.
The other types of individual help ttndertaken by teacher aides
with the teachers ranked as followst 17 or 17 per cent for assisting
in helping pupils in executing certain duties or psrfoxning ipecial
projectsi 15 or 15 per cent for assisting piq>ll8 in make-up work in
class or after school, azui assisting with visual and auditory and/or
physical examination of pt^ils; and ll» or lU per cent for keeping
anecdotal records for pupils.
A summary of the data would ^pear to indicate that the chief
individual help services rendered by the teacher aides with the help
of the teacher were geared toward providing help for typical pupils
in academic drills and play activities. Thoy also assisted in help¬
ing pupils execute certain duties on special projects, and assisting
ptqplls in make-t^ work in class after school.
Without teachers.—The tasks of individual help performed by
teacher aides without the teacher ranged from a low of 5 or 5 poi^
cent for providing special help for lyploal pxplls'in academic
drills and/or play activities to a high of 1^ or 15 per cent for
helping pi^lls in executing certain duties or performing special
projects, aiding pupils with minor injuries or illness^ and checking
pupils daily for obvious syBg>tQms of childhood diseases.
A summary of these data would appear to indicate that the chief
tasks of individual help performed by the teacher aides without the
help of the teacher were helping pupils in executing certain duties
or performing cpeeial projects and aiding pupils with minor injuries
or illness.
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Frequency '^9 Perfoxmance of Lidlvidoal Help Services
to Pupils Perfoimed by Teacher Aides
Table 6, page 31, shows how frequently the services in individual
help to pupils were perfoxmed by the teacher aides in the schools of
Butts and Fayette Counties*
Services generally perfoiTOed.-"The services of individual help
generally rendered by teacher aides ranged from a low of 5 or 5 per
cent for keeping anecdotal records to a high of 19 or 19 per cent for
helping p\q>lls in executing certain duties or performing special pro¬
jects*
The other lypes of individual help services generally perfoxmed
by teacher aides ranked as follows: 16 or 16 per cent for providing
special help for typical pupils in academic drills and play activities,
15 or 15 per cent for aiding ptq>lls with minor injuries or iUness; 10
or 10 per cent for assisting pupils in make-up woxic in class or after
school*
A summazy of the data suggests that the main indivi(hxal help
services generally rendered by teacher aides include: providing
special help for typical piq)ils in academic drills and play activities*
Aiding pt^ils with minor injuries and make-up work in class after school*
Services occasionally performed*—The individual help services
rendered bccaslonally by teacher aides ranged from a low of 8 or 8 per
cent for assisting with visual auditory and physical examinations to a




DISTRIBUTION OP .THE PREQOENCT WETH \®ICH THE TEACHER-AIDES PERFORM THEIR TASKS (iNDIVIDtJAl HELP TO PUPILS)
IN THE SCHOOLS OF BUTTS AND FAIETTE COUNTIES, GEORGIA, 1966-1967
Question Items
PreoruencT of the Performance of Tasks
Generallr Occasionally Seldom Never
Number Per Cent Number Per Cent Number Per Cent NuEiber Per Cent
Special help 16 16 Ih lit 10 10 32 32
Special project 19 19 22 22 15 15 22 22
Hake tip work 10 10 27 27’ 13 13 111 111
Aiding pt?>ils with minor injuries 15 15 lit lit 13 13 29 29
Keeping anecdotal records for pupils 5 5 20 20 9 9 65 65
Visual and auditory examinatlcax of pupils 8 8 8 8 lit lit lt8 lt8
Checking for obvious 67ii?>t(atts of childhood 7 7 20 20 8- 8 57 57
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Ihe other t^pes of indivldaal help eervlees occasionally performed
by teacher aides ranked as follows* 22 or 22 per cent for helping
pi5>il8 in executing eeirtaln dutlesi 20 or 20 per cent for checking
pupils daily for obvious sj^toms of childhood diseases* and keeping
anecdotal records for ptqpUs} and 11* or ll* per cent for aiding with
minor injuries or illness*
A aummaxy of the data shows that the main individual help to
pi:^il8 services rendered occasionally by teacher aides include*
assisting pupils in make-up work* visual auditory helping pi^ils in
executing certain duties and checking daily for obvious ayi);>tcmi8 of
childhood diseases* aiding with minor injuries or illness*
Services seldom performed.—The individual help services seldom
rendered by teacher aides ranged from a low of 8 or 8 per cent for
checking pupils dally for obvious syi^toims of childhood diseases to
a high of 15 or 15 per cent for helping pupils in executing certain
duties or performing certain duties or performing ceartain projects*
![he other types of individual help tasks performed seldom by
aides ranked as follows: ll* or ll* per cent for assisting with visual*
auditory and physical examinations; 13 or 13 per cent for aiding pvqpils
with minor injxiries or illness and assisting pupils in make-\q) work in
class or after school.
A summary of the data would appear to indicate Uiat the lna^n
individual help services rendered by teacher aides seldom include*
helping pupils in executing certain duties or performing certain pro¬
jects; assisting with visual* auditory and physical examination; aiding
pupils with minor injuries.
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SerrLees never performed.-—The iiuHTldual help to ptpila services
never rendered by teacher aides ranged from a low of 22 or 22 per cent
for helping piq)lls In executing certain duties or performing special
projects to a high of 6$ or 65 per cent for keeping anecdotal recoirds.
The other "types of individual help services never rendered
teacher aides ranked as follows t 57 or 57 per cent for checking pupils
dally for ob'vlous sysptams of childhood diseases! 1^8 or 48 per cent for
assisting "idth visual* auditozy and physical examinations* and 1(1 or
1(1 per cent for assisting perils in make<‘up work in class.
A summary of these data would sppear to indicate t^t "the chief
indi-vidual help tasks never performed by teacher aides werei aides
keeping anecdotal records for pt^>il8* and checking pupils daily for
obvious ayii^toms of childhood diseases.
Counseling and Guidance Services Hendered
The data on the tasks in counseling and guidance performed by "the
one hundred "teacher aides in the schools of Butts and Fayette Counties
are presen-bed in Table 7* page 34*
V?i"bh teachers.—The "tasks of counseling and guidance undertaken
by teacher aides with the teachers ranged frm a low of 8 or 8 per
cent for scheduling conferences with the pupils to a high of 24 or 24
per c^t for offering help to "the slow pupils and/or the accelerated
pupils.
The other types of counseling and guidance tasks performed by the
aides ranked as foUowst 16 or 16 per cent for assisting pupils wi"th
"their personal problems! 14 or 14 per cent for devel<^ing good
TABLE 7
DISTRIBUTIOII OF THE PERSOKS (PERSOEKEL) mi WHCSI TRE TEACHEP^
JUDES PERFCEM THEIR TASKS (IN CCUNSELIKG AND GUIDANCE
SERVICES RENDERED) IN THE SCHOOLS OP BUTTS AND
FA2ETTE COUNTIES, JACKSON, GEORGIA, 1966-
1967
With Teachers Without Teachers
Number Per Cent Nuxober Per Cent
Offer help to the slow
pupils or accelerated 2U 2U 15 15
Assist piQ}il8 with their
personal problems 16 16 15 15
Developing good sports¬
manship li; ll* 16 16
Assist in reassuring the
handic^>ped 12 12 13 13
Counseling ptqjils regarding
their health 11 11 Hi Hi
V
Schedule conferences with
pigjils 8 8 12 12
sportsmanahlpj and 12 or 12 per cent for assisting in reassuring the
handicapped pig>ils«
A sunmax^ of the data shows 'Uiat the naln services rendered bj
teacher aides with the help of the teacher include} scheduling con¬
ferences with pupils , offering help to the slow or the accelerated
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and aaalstlng piq;)ll8 idth their personal problems.
Without teachers.--"The tasks of counseling and guidance performed
by teacher aides without the teacher ranged from a low of 12 or 12 per
cent for scheduling conferences with pqpils to a high of 16 or 16 per
cent for developing good sportsmanship.
The other t^es of guidance services performed by the aides
ranked as follows» 15 or 15 per cent for offering help to slow pi?)ils
or the accelerated pT9>ils« and assisting pupils with their personal
problems^ lli or Hi per cent for counseling pv^ils regardii^ their
healthj end 13 or 13 per cent for assisting and reassuring the handi¬
capped pvpils*
A sunnazy of these data would appear to indicate that the chief
tasks in counseling and guidance perfomed by the teacher aides without
the help of the teacher weret developing good sportmanf^p^ offering
help to slow or accelerated pipils, and counseling pupils regarding
their personal problems.
Frequency of the Performance of Counseling and
Guidance Tasks Performed by Teacher Aides
Table 8, page 36^ shows how freq^ntly the services in counseling
and guidance were rendered by the teacher aides in the schools of Butts
and Feyette Coimties.
Services generally performed.—The counseling and guidance
services rendered generally ranged irm a low of 6 or 6 per cent for
scheduling conferences with pupils to a high of k3 or 1^3 per cent for
offeringhelp to the slow or accelerated pupils.
The other guidance services performed by the aides ranked as
TAKLE 6
DISTRIBUTIOII OF THE PREmENCT WITO MUCH THE TEACHER-AIDES PERFORM THEIR TASKS (COraSELIUa AND GUIDANCE
SERVICES RENDERED) IN KES SCHOOIS OF BUTTS AND FAIETTE COUNTIES, GEORGIA, 1966-196?
Question Iteias
Frequency of the Perfomiance of Tasks
Generally Occasionally Seldom Never
Number Per Cent Etoiber Per Cent Nunber Per Gent Number Per Cent
Offer help to the slow pupils or
accelerated k3 h3 23 23 9 9 6 6
Assist pupils with their personal
problems 15 27 27 16 16 17 17
Developing good sportsmanship 2k 2k 19 19 12 12 17 17
Assist in reassuring the handicapped 12 12 6 6 11 11 25 25
Counseling p^^ils regarding their health 7 7 8 8 20 20 llO ho
Schedule conferenceswith pupils 6 6 31 31 13 • 13 58 58
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follows: 2h or Zk per cent for devslcplxig good aportonanshlpj 15 or
15 per cent for assisting pupilsj and 12 or 12 per cent for assisting
in reassuring the handicapped.
A summaxy of the data appears to suggest that the main tasks in
counseling and guidance perfoxned generally by the teacher aides were
offering help to the slow or accelerated pi^ils^ develc^ing good
sportsmanshlpf and assisting in reassuring the handicapped.
Services occasionally perfornied.«»«The services in guidance vdilch
the teacher aides occasionally rendered ranged from a low of 6 or 6
per cent for assisting in reassuring the handicapped pupils to a high
of 31 or 31 per cent for scheduling conferences with ptpils.
The other types of counseling and guidance services occasionally
rendered by the aides ranked as follows: 27 or 27 per cent for assist¬
ing pupils with their personal problernsj 23 or 23 per cent for offering
help to the slow or accelerated pupils} and 19 or 19 per cent for
developing good spoxtsmanship.
A suinmaxy of the data would appear to indicate that the Main
services in counseling and guidance rendered occaLsionaOly by the teacher
aides were scheduling conferences with pupils^ assisting pupils with
their personal problems^ and offering help to the alow or accelerated
ptpils.
Services seldom perfoiroed.-^The guidance services the teacher
aides seldom rendered ranged from a low of 9 or 9 per cent for offexlng
help to the slow or accelerated pupils to a high of 20 or 20 per cent
for counseling pupils x^ardlng their health.
The other guidance services seldom perfoxmed by the aides ranked a^
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follows* l6 or 16 per cent for assisting p\q>ll8 with their personal
problems; 13 or 13 per cent for scheduling conferences with pt^Us;
and 12 or 12 per cent for dev^oplng good sportsmanship.
A summazy of the data shows that the main guidance services seldom
r^idered by teacher aides were* counseling prplls regarding their
healthy and assisting ptplls with their personal problems.
Servlcea never performed.«‘"The counseling and guidance services
never rendered by the teacher aides ranged from a low of 6 or 6 per
cent for offering help to the slow or acc^erated pupils to a high of
$8 or 58 per cent for scheduling ccniferences with pupils.
The other services never rendered by the aides ranked as follows*
1|0 or I4O per cent for counseling pv^Us regarding their health; 25 or
25 per cent for assisting In reassuring the handicapped piQ>lls; and 17
or 17 per cent for assisting pt^lls with their personal problems and
developing good aportsmansblp.
A summazy of this data would appear to Indicate that the tasks In
guidance and counseling which the teacher aides never rendered were*
offering help to the slow or auscelerated pupils^ scheduling conferences
with pipUs^ counseling pupils regarding their health^^ and assisting In
reassuring the handlc^ped pupils.
Discipline Tasks In Relation to PtpUs
The data on the tasks In discipline perfozmed by teacher aides
in the schools of Butts and Fayette Counties azti presented In Table 9,
page 39.
With teachers.~*»The tasks of discipline sezvices rendered with
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TABLE $
DISTRIBUTIOII OP THE PERSONS (PERSONNEL) WITH WHOM THE TEACHER-
AIDES PERFORM THEIR TASKS (IN DISCIPLINE TASKS IN RELATION
TO PUPILS) IN THE SCHOOLS OF BUTTS AND FAIETTE COUNTIES
JACKSON, GEORGIA, 1966-1967
Question Itesns With Teachers Without Teachers
Nuufcer Per Cent Number Per Cent
Attending special programs
(concerts, ballets, pla78) 22 22 9 9
Conferring with the prin¬
cipal and other teachers 22 22 10 10
Making referrals for dis-
ciplinar7 action 18 18 12 12
Teaching self-control 18 18 111 111
Counseling large and
small groups 17 17 19 19
Show love, acceptance or
eiiQ>atbgr .15 15 15 15
Hake rules or isolate un¬
ruly children 111 16 16
Supervise pupils outside
the elassrocua 111 111 111 111
Sponsor or lead groins in
building character 13 13 12 12
Explain school policies to
ptpils 7 7 12 12
Participate in parent-teacher
p\q)ll COTiferences 7 7 8 8
Take charge of the pupils when
the teacher is out of iJie
room li 21 21
the teachers hy teacher aides ranged from a lew of U or 4 per cent for
taking charge of the pupils tdien the teacher was out of the rocm,
partlclpatdLng In parent-teacher ptpU to a high of 22 or 22 per cent
for attending Q>eclal programs^ concerts^ ballets^ pla;y8« and con¬
ferring with the principal asid other teachers*
The other l^es of discipline tasks rendesred by the aides and
teachers ranked as followss 18 or 18 per cent for making referrals
for dlsclplinazT’ action and teaching self-control^ 1? or 17 per cent
for counseling large and small groups*
A summaxT* of the data would appear to Indicate that the tasks of
discipline performed by teacher aides along with the teachers Includes
attending special programs^ concerts^ ballets^ plays^ conferring with
the principal^ and other teachers. Only 18 per cent make referrals
for disciplinary action*
Without teachers.—The tasks of discipline services performed by
teacher aides without the teachers ranged from a low of 8 or 8 per cent
for participating in parent-teacher pupil coirferences to a high of 19 or
19 per cent for counseling small or large groups.
The other ‘^es of discipline tasks rendered hy teacher aides
without teacher assistance ranked as followst 16 or 16 per cent for
making rules or isolating unruly chlldreni 1$ or 1$ per cent for show¬
ing love, acceptance or ea^jatlyi lU or lit per cent for supervising ptpils
outside the classrocmi.
A summary of the data would eppear to Indicate that the chief
tasks In discipline undertaken by the teacher aides wildiout the help
of the teacher were* counseling small or large groups, making rules or
Isolating \inruly children, showing love, and supervising pupils outside
the classroom.
Frequenc7 of the Perfozmanee of Discipline Tasks in
Delation to P\q>il8 Performed h7 Teacher Aides
Table 10, page 1;2, i^ows how ftequen-Uj the seiviees of discipline
were rendered by the teacher aides in schools of Butts and Fayette
Counties.
Services generally performed.«-The services of discipline rendered
generally by teacher aides ranged frm a low of 1 or 1 per cent for
explaining sdxool policies to px:pil8 and parents to a high of $0 or $0
per cent for showing love, acceptance or eii>athy for disruptive ptipils.
The other types of discipline services generally rendered by the
aides ranked as follows* 33 <>*■ 33 per cent for supervising pupils out¬
side the classroom, 2$ or 23 per c®at for attending special programs,
e.g., concerts, ballets, and plays. Eighteen or 18 per cent for teach¬
ing self-control or self-disciplisae to pupils.
A summazy of the data would ippear to indicate that the chief
tasks of discipline rendered generally by teacher aides includes
explaining school policies to ptpils and parents, showing love,
acceptance or espathy for disnptive pipils, and supervising pupils
outside the classroom.
Services occasionally performed.—The discipline services rendered
occasionally by teacher aides ranged from a low of 11 or 11 per cent for
supervising pupils outside the classroom, e.g., cafeteria, playground,
hall, bus loading to a high of 31 or 31 per cent for teaching self-control
and self-discipline.
TABLE 10
DISTRIBUTIOII OF !IHE FRE(?JENCT \JITH WHICH THE TEACHER-AIDES PERFORM 1
IN THE SCHOOLS OF BUTTS AND FAIETTE COOHTII
Frequenc
Question Items Generally Occasiona
Number Per Cent Number Pe
Attending special programs, ccaicerts,
ballets, plays 2^ 25 18
Conferilng with the principal and other
teachers 16 16 17
Making referrals for disciplinary action 12 12 2k 1
Teaching self-control 18 18 31 :
Counseling large and small groups 16 16 17 :
ShoHT love, acceptance or enpathy 50 22 i
Make rules or isolate unruly children 8 8 18 :
Supervise pupils outside the dassroom 33 33 11 !
^onsor or lead groups in building character 7 7 23 J
Explain school policies to pupils 1 1 Hi :
Participate in parent-teacher pupil
conferences 6 6 28 :
Take charge of the pupils when the teacher
is out of the room In Ijl " 25 s





Number Per Cent Number Per Cent
12 12 2k 2k
19 19 16 16
16 16 3k 3k
12 12 21 21
2 2 33 33
6 6 6 6
20 20 38 38
7 7 21 21
16 16 31 31
16 16 $0 $0
18 18 $1 $1
10 10 19 19
The other tjTpes discipline services occasionally performed
teacher aides ranked as followst 28 or 28 per cent for participating
in parent-teacher pupil conferences; 2$ or 2$ per cent for taking
charge of the pt^ils idien the teacher is out of the room; and 2^ or
2k per cent for making referrals for disciplinary action.
A summary of the data would i^ear to Indicate that the chief
tasks of discipline rendered occasionally by teacher aides weret
teaching self-control and self-discipline^ participatiisg in parent-
teacher pt^il conferences^ and taking charge of the pupils when the
teacher is out of the room.
Services seldom performed.—The discipline services seldom
rendered by the teacher aides ranged j^om a low of 2 or 2 per cent
for counseling large or small groigps to a high of 20 or 20 per cent
for making ruler or isolating unruly children when offering individual
help.
The other lypes of discipline services seldom r*endered by the
teacher aides ranked as follows* 19 or 19 per cent for conferring
with the principal and other teachers; 18 or 18 per cent for parti¬
cipating in parent-teacher pt?)!! conferences; and 16 or 16 per cent
for making referrals for discipline.
A summary of the data would appear that the chief tasks of
discipline srendered seldom by teacher aides include* irnairtng rules
or isolating unruly children when offering Individual help, conferring
with the principal and other teachers, participating In parent-teacher
pupils conferences, and making referrals for discipline.
Services never performed.—The discipline services never rendered
by the teacher aides raiiged from a low of 6 or 6 per cent for showing
love^ acc^tance or en^atby for disruptiTe pi^ils to a high of $1 or
51 per cent for participating in parent-teacher pxipll conferences.
The other types of discipline services never perfoimed fey teacher
aides ranked as follows t 50 or 50 per cent for e3q}laining school
policies to pupilsj 38 or 38 per cent for making rules or isolating
tinruly childiwi when offering individiial helpj and 33 or 33 cent
for counseling laz^a and small groups of children*
A sommaiy of the data would suggest that the chief tasks of
discipline rendered by teacher aides were: pasrbicipating in parent-
teacher pupil conferences^ easplaining school policies to pi^ils^ making
rules and isolating unruly children when offering individual help*
Parent Substitute Services of Aides
The data on the types of parent-substitute services perfozmed 1y
teacher aides in the schools of Butts and Fayette Counties are pre¬
sented in Table 11« p£^e 1(5*
Wilh teacher*—The types of different parent-substitute services
rendered with the teachers by teacher aides in the schools ranged from
a low of 7 or 7 per cent for mending or sewing ripped clothing for
pupils to a high of 2h or 2h per cent for identillying unhappy pupils
and manifesting a genuine Interest when working with ptpils*
The other iypes of parental-substitute services rendered by the
aides with the help of teachers ranked as follows 1 22 or 22 per cent
for e:5)ressing admiration when ptpils achieves 17 or 17 per cent for
assisting in learning to assume individual and group responsibility.
TABLE U
DISTRIBUTIOM OF THE PERSONS (PERSONNEL) WITH WHOM THE TEACHER-
AIDES PERFORM THEIR TASKS (IN PARENT SUBSTITUTE SEK7ICES OF
AIDES) IN THE SCHOOLS OF BUTTS AND-FAIETTE COUNTIES,
JACKSON, GECEGU, 1966-1967
Question Items With Teachers Without Teachers
Number Per Cent Number Per Cent
Manifest a genuine
Interest \&en working
with pi^ils 2li 2k 13 13
IdentiflT’ ^uihappy pi^ils 2h 2h 13 13
Express admiration when
ptQ>ils achieve 22 22 10 10
Assist in learning to
assume IndiyiduaL groc^
re!^on8lbilit7 17 17 11 11
Give close scrutir^ to pupils
idien approached 17 17 13 13
Displaor excellent work of
pvpils 15 15 1-3 13
Show disapproval 12 12 11 11
Assist younger pipils in -
locating misplaced per-
Bcmal belongings 12 12 17 17
Give firab aid to pxpils 10 10 12 12
Express likes or dislikes
for pupils 8 8 11 11
Mend or sew ripped clothing
for pxpils 7 7 15 15
giving close scrutlnor t> pv^ils t^en approached) 15 or 1^ per cent for
displaying eoccellent vork of pupils as often as possible) 12 or 12
per cent for assisting younger pupils in locating sdi^laced personal
belongings and 10 or 10 per cent for giving first aid to pupils.
A summary of the data would appear to Indicate that the chief
parental'substitute services rendered by the teacher aides with the
help of the teacher were geared towards identiiying unhappy pupils^
manifesting a genuine Interest when working with pupils^ expressing
admiration idien pi^Us achieve^ assuming individual and group re-
^onsibili^.
Without teachers."The types of different parental-substitute
services rexidered without the teacher by the teacher aides in the
sdiools ranged from a low of 10 or 10 per cent for e:i^>ressing admira¬
tion idien pupils achieve to a high of 17 or 17 per cent for assisting
younger pupils in locating mii^laced personal belongings.
The other types of parental-substitute services performed by the
aides without the teacher ranked as follows i 15 or 15 per cent for
mending or sewing ripped clothing for ptq;)ils) 13 or 13 per cent for
displaying excellent work of pupils, giving close scrutiny to pupils
when approached, identifying uxhsppy pupils, and manifesting a genuine
Interest when working with pupils) 12 or 12 per cent for giving first
aid to ptipHs) 11 or 11 per cent for expressing likes or di^kes for
pupils, disapproval when pupils fail and assisting learning to assume
Individual group responsibility.
A arummazy of the data would appear to suggest that the matn
parental-substitute tasks rendered by the teacher aides without the
U7
help of the teachers Includedt assisting jounger pvpUs In locating
mli^laced personal belongings^ mending or sewing ripped clothing for
pt^lls^ and diaplaying excellent work of the prqjils.
Frequency of the Perfonoance of Parent-Substitute Services
or Tasks Performed by Teacher Aides
Table 12^ page U8« shows how frequently the tasks of parent-
substitute were rendered by the teacher aides in the schools of
Butts and Fayette Counties*
Services generally perfomed*—The parent-substitute tasks
rendered generally by the teacher aides ranged from a low of 10 or 10
per cent for mending or sewing ripped clothing and expressing likes or
dislikes for pTq>il8 to a high of 63 or 63 per cent for manifesting a
genuine interest tdien working with ptpils*
The other types of parental-substitute tasks of generally rendered
by the teacher aides ranked as follows} I4I or U- per e«it for ex¬
pressing admiration when paqjils achieve; 29 or 29 per cent for assist¬
ing younger pvplls in locatii^ adaplaced personal b^ongings; identify¬
ing unhappy pipilsj 30 or 30 per cent for assisting in learning to
assume Individual group responsibility; 2I4. or 2h per cent for giving
close scrutiny to piq>il8 when approached.
A summaxy of the data would ^pear to suggest that the main
parent-substitute tasks performed generally by teacher aides included}
manifesting a genuine Interest when working with pipilsj expressing
admiration \hen pupils achieve, and identifying unhappy pipils and
assisting younger pipils in locating misplaced personal belongings.
Services occasionally performed.—The parent-substitute services
TABLE 12
DISTRmiTION OF THE FREQUENCT WEIH WHICH THE TEACHER-AIDES PERFORMHEIR TASKS (PARENT SUBSTITUTE SERVICES OF AIDES)
IN THE SCHOOLS OF BUTTS AI® FAIETTE COUNTIES, GEORGIA, 1966-1967
Frequency of the Performance of Tasks
Question Items Generally Occasionally Seldom Never
Number Per Cent Number Per Cent Number Per Cent Number Per Cent
Jknlfest a genuine interest 'idien working
with pupils 63 63 16 16 6 6 2 2
Identil^ tmhappy pistils 39 39 29 29 11 11 6 6
Es^ress admirati(»i when p\:g>il8 achieve Ijl la 26 26 7 7 7 7
Assist in learning to assume individual
group responsibility 30 30 29 29 16 16 8 8
Give close scrutiigr to pi5)ils when
approached 2lt 2h 21 21 20 20 16 16
Display excellent work of pupils 22 22 33 33 15 15 9 9
Shows dis^proval lli lit 2it 2lt 17 17 25 25
Assist younger pigiils in locating misplaced
personal belongings 39 39 23 23 8 ■ 8 16 16
Give first aid to pigiils 15 15 15 15 17 17 3li 31*
Express likes or dislikes for pi9)ils 10 10 lit lit 12 12 lt5 lt5
Mend or sew ripped clothing for pi5)ils 10 10 17 17 16 16 39 39
rendered occasional]y by the teacher aides ranged from a low of ll; or
Hi per cent for expressing likes or dislikes for pxipUs to a hl^ of
33 or 33 P®r cent for displaying exc^ent work of pT;5>ils«
The other types of parent-substitute services rendered occasionally
by the aides ranked as follows* 29 or 29 per cent for assisting in
learning to assume IndiTldual groi^ responsibility and identifying un*
happy ptgpils; 26 or 26 per cent for eiqjresslng admiration when pupils
achieve; 2h or 2U per cent for lowing disspproval; 23 or 23 per cent
for assisting younger pupils in locating mi^laced personal belongings.
A summaxy of the data suggests that the main parent-substitute
tasks rendered occasionally by teacher aides included* displaying
excellent work of pupils^ assisting in learning to assume Individual
group reaponsibility^ identifying unh^py pupils and expressing admira¬
tion *dxen pupils achieve.
Services seldom perfoniied.—The parental-substitute services
seldom xrendered by aides ranged from a low of 6 or 6 per cent for
manifesting a genuine interest idien working with pupils to a hi^ of
20 or 20 per cent for giving <dlose scrutiny to pupils *dien approached.
The other types of paroital-substltute services seldom xrendered
by the aides ranked as follows* 17 or 17 per cent for giving first
aid to pupils and lowing dis^proval when pupils fail; 16 or 16 per
cent for assisting in learning to assume individual group responsibili-ty
and mending or sewing ripped clothing for pupils; 15 or 15 per cent for
displaying excellent woz^ of pupils.
A summaiy of the data suggests that the main services of parent-
substitute seldom perfozmed by teacher aides included* giving close
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Bcnitiiqr to ptg)!!* idien approached, giving first aid, showing dis-
ipproval, and assisting in learning to assume individual group re-
eponsibilily.
Senriees never per»formed.«~The parent-substitute tasks rendered
never performed by* teacher aides ranged trm a low of 2 or 2 per cent
for manifesting a genuine interest when working with pv^ils to a high
of or li5 per cent for esqpressing personal likes or dislikes for
pupils* personal appearance.
Eie other types of parent-substitute tasks never rendered by the
teacher aides ranked as foUowst 3? 35 per cent for mending or
sewing ripped clothing for pi5)ils| 3l* or 3h per cent for givliag first
aid to pi^Hsii 2$ or 2$ per cent for displaying excellent voxk of
pupils as often as possible.
A summary of the data would appear to suggest that the main
par^t-substitute services never rendered by teacher aides includeds
expressing personal like or dislikes for pt^ils, personal appearance
for mending or sewing ripped clothes for pupils, giving first aid, and
displaying exc^ent work of p\:^il8 as oftm as possible.
Reporting Education Status of Pi^ils
The data on how fwquently the tasks of reporting the education
status of piQ)ils were performed by the teacher aidtes in the schools of
Butts and Fayette Counties are presented in Table 13, page 31*
With teacher.—The tasks of r^orting the different education
status of pi5)il8 as performed by teacher aides with ihe help of the
teacher in the schools ranged froa a low of 3 or 3 per cent for
$1
TABLE 13
DISTRIBUTION OP THE FREl^JENCT WITH WHICH THE TEACHER-AIDES
PERFORM THEIR TASKS (REPQRTIMl EDUCATION STATUS OF
PUPILS) IN THE SCHOOLS OF BUTTS AND FAIETTE
COUNTIES, JACKSON, GEORGIA,
1966-1967
Question Items With Teachers Without Teachers
Nuiiiber Per Cent Number Per Cent
Extending themselves to
pvpils and parents in
home visitations 18 18 10 10
Participate in Parent-
Teacher-Association
functions 11* 11* 7 7
Extend invitations to
parents to attend pro¬
grams esdiiblts 13 13 8 8
Solicit parents' or guardians
cooperation 10 10 10 10
Relate the Instructional
program to parents 10 10 11 11
Reporting the progress as
well as failures 10 10 10 10
Discuss pupils' attitudes,
study habits, etc. 9 9 10 10
discussing px^ils* attitudes, studp habits, health, and attendance to a
hl^ of 18 or 18 per cent for extending thems^ves to ptqplls and parents
in hcaoe visitations*
ae other Igrpes of tasks involved In r^orting education status of
pi^lls which were perfoiraed by the aides ranked as follows* ll* or 11; psr
^2
cent for participating in ParentoTeacher Association functions; 13
or 13 per cent for extending inritaticms to parents to attend program
exhibits; 10 or 10 per cent for reporting the prpgress as well as
failures, relating instructional program to parents and soliciting
parents' or guardians' cooperation.
A BumnazT' of the data would sQ^ear .to indicate that the chief
tasks of reporting education status of ptplls as rendered by the
teadier aides with the help of the teacher were geared towards ex¬
tending thmselves to pi^ils and parents in h(Me visitation participat¬
ing in Parent-Teacher Association functions, relating the instructional
program to parents, r^ortlng the progress as well as failures, and
soliciting parents' or guardians' cocperation*
Without teachers.—The types of tasks of reporting the education
status of pupils idiich were perfonned by teacher aides without the help
of the teacher ranked from a low of 7 or 7 per cent for participating
in Parent-Teacher Association functions to a high of 11 or 11 per cent
for jrelating the instructional program to parents.
The other types of tasks of r^^orting education status of pupils
which were perfomed by the teacher aides ranked as foUowst 10 or
10 per cent for reporting the progress as well as failures, resting
the instructional program to parents, soliciting parents' or guardians'
cooperation, and extending thems^ves to ptpils and parents in home
visitations.
A summaxy of the data would jE^pear that the chief tasks of
reporting education status of pupils which are performed by the teacher
aides without the help of the teachers werei relating the instructional
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program to parents, reporting the progress as well as failures, relat¬
ing the instructional program to parents, soliciting parents' or
guardians' cooperation.
Frequency of the Performance of Reporting Education
Status of Pi5)ils Tasks Performed by Teacher Aides
Table lli, page 5U, riiows how frequently the tasks of reporting
the education status of pupils are performed by teacher aides were
rendered in the schools in Butts and Fayette Counties*
Services generally performed.—-The tasks of reporting the educa¬
tion status of pupils rendered generally by teacher aides ranked from
a low of 2 or 2 per cent for relating the instructional program to
parents, and extending themselres to pupils and parents in home visi¬
tations to a high of 13 or 13 per cent for paillcipating in Parent-
Teacher Association functions.
The other iypes of tasks of reporting the education status of
pupils iMch are generally rendered by the teacher aides ranked as
followsi 11 or 11 per cent for extending Invitations to parmxts to
attend program exhibits} 7 or 7 per cent for discussing pupils'
attitudes, stu(^ habits, and soliciting parents' or guardians' co¬
operation.
A summazy of the data would appear to suggest that the
tasks of reporting the education status of pzqpils generally rendered
by the teacher aides were* participating in Parent-Teacher Associa¬
tion functions, extending invitations to parents to attend program
exhibits, and discussing pupils' attitudes, study habits, and soliciting
parents' or guai^dians' cooperation.
TABLE lU
DISTRITOTION OF THE FREOBENCI WITH WHICH THE TEACHER-AIBES PERFORM THEIR TASKS (REPORTING EDUCATION STATUS OF PUPILS)
IN THE SCHOOLS OF BUTTS AND FAIETTE COUNTIES, GEORGIA, 1966-1967
Frequency of the Performance of Tasks
Questicai Items General,Ijr Occasionally Seldom Never
Nuniber Per Cent Number Per Cent Number Per Cent Number Per Cent
Extending themselyes to ptqplls and
parents in hcane visitations 2 2 7 7 7 7 67 67
Participate in Parent-Teacher-Association
functions 13 13 2k 2h 13 13 32 32
Extend invitations to parents to attend
programs exhibit 11 11 11 11 8 8 53 53
Solicit parents' or guardians cooperation 7 7 6 6 12 12 58 58
Relate the instructional program to
parents 2 2 12 12 6 6 65 65
R^orting the progress as well as failures 3 3 10 10 7 7 61i 6k
Discuss p\:^il8' attitudes, stud^r habits,
etc* 7 7 6 6 12 12 58 58
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Servlcea oceaslopaTi;f parfoimed*--Tho tasks of r^ortlng education
status of pi:5)lls occasionally rendered by the teacher aides ranked from
a low of 6 or 6 per cent for discussing pv5)lls’ attitudes, study habits,
and soliciting parents' or guardians' cooperation, to a high of Zh or
21* per cent for participating in Parent-Teacher Association functions.
The other types of tasks of r^orting education status of pt^ils
i^ch are occasionally performed by the teadier aides ranked as follows!
12 or 12 per cent for relating the instructional program to parents; 11
or 11 per cent for extending invitations to parents to attend program
exhibits; 10 or 10 per cent for reporting the progress as well as failures.
A summazy of the data shows that the main tasks of r«^orting the
education status of pupils idiich are rendered by the teacher aides weret
discussing pupils' attitudes, study habits, and soliciting pasrents' or
guardians' cooperation, participating in Pax^t-Teacher Association
functions. Also, relating the instructional program to parents.
Servlcea seldom performed.—The tasks of reporting the education
status of ptpils which the teacher aides rendered seldom ranged from a
low of 5 or 6 per cent for relating the instructional prc^ram to parents
to a high of 13 or 13 per cent for participating in Parent-Teacher
Association functions.
The other tspes of the tasks of reporting the educational status
of ptpils which the teacher aides seldom performed ranked as follows!
12 or 12 per cent for soliciting parents* or guardians' cooperation;
and discussing pupils' attitudes and stud^y habits.
A summary of the data suggests that the main tasks of reporting
the educational status of pupils which the teacher aides seldom
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performed includedi participating in Parent-Teacher Association
functions, soliciting parents* or guardians* cooperation, and dis¬
cussing pxqpils* attitudes and study habits*
Services never perfomed*—The tasks of reporting the educa¬
tion status of prpils idiich the teacher aides never render^ ranged
from a low of 32 or 32 per cent for participating in Parent-Teacher
Association functions to a high of 67 or 6? per cent for extending
themselves to ptpils and parents in home visitations*
The other types of tasks of r^orting ihe educational status of
p\:pils vhich the teacher aides never performed ranked as foUovst
65 or (>$ per cent for relating the instructional program to parentsj
61i or 6U per cent for importing the progress as well as falluresj $Q
or 58 pa3^ cent for discussing pupils* attitudes, study habits, and
soliciting parents* or guardians* cooperation.
A sumazy of the data would j^pear to indicate that the chief
tasks in reporting the educational status of ptpils which the teadher
aides never rendered were* extending themselves to pipils and parents
in home visitations, relating the instructional program to parmits,
r^orting the progress as well as failures, discussing ptpils* atti¬
tudes, stxu^ habits, and soliciting parents* or guardians* cooperation.
Conferring with Other Sdiool Personnel
The data on the types of tasks performed by teacher aides in
conferring with other school personnel in -Uie schools of Butts and
Fayette Counties are presented in Table 15, page 57*
With teachers.—The types of tasks performed by teacher aides
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TABLE 15
raSTEUBUTION OF THE PEESOHS (PERSONMEL) WITH WHCM THE
TEACHER-AIDES PERFORM THEIR TASKS (IN CONFERRING
WITH OTHER SCHOOL PERSONNEL) IN THE SCHOOLS
OF BUTTS AND FAIETTE COUNTIES, JACKSON,
GEORGIA, 1966-1967
Question Items With Teachers Without Teachers
Nturiber Per Cent Number Per Cent
Participate In faculty
meetings 13 13 7 7
Requisition instructional
materials 12 12 11 11
Give out infoimatlon on
pupils who withdraws or
enters 9 9 U 11
Hake calls concerning re¬
pair work 9 9 11 11
Ccaifer with resource
personnel 6 8 11 11
Make contacts with speech
and hearing teadtiers 7 7 12 12
Flan conferences with other
aides 6 6 15 15
Confer with special service
personnel 5 5 13 13
vltli *016 help of teachers in conferring vith other school personnel
ranged from a low of 5 or 5 per cent for conferring with ^eclal
service personnel, such as guidance counselors and social workers to
a high of 13 or I3 per cent for participating In faculty meetings.
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Tha other Ig^es of ta^s of ccmferring with other school personnel
rendered by the aides with the help of teachers ranked as follows:
12 or 12 per cent for reqpiisitioning instructional materials; 9 or 9
per cent for making calls concerning r^air work, giving out informa¬
tion on pupils who withdraw or enter; 8 or 8 per cent for conferring
with resource personnel.
A summary of the data would ^pear to indicate that the chief
tasks of conferring with other school personnel rrendered by the aides
with the help of the teachers were geared toward: participating in
faculty meetings* requisitiotdng instructional materials* making calls
concerning r^air work* and conferring with resource personnel.
Without teachers.—The types of different tasks performed by
teacher aides without the help of the teachers in conferring with
other school personnel ranged from a low of 7 or 7 per cent for
participating in faculty meetings to a high of 1$ or 15 per cent for
planning confeirences with other aides.
The other types of tasks performed by teacher aides without the
help of the teachers conferring with other school personnel ranked as
follows: 13 or 13 per cent for conferring with special service per¬
sonnel; 12 or 12 per cent for making contacts with speech and hearing
teachers; 11 or 11 per cent for conferring with resource personnel,
making calls concerning r^air work* and requisitioning instructional
materials.
A summary of the data would ai^ear to indicate that the chief
tasks of conferring with other school personnel performed by aides
without the help of the teadiers included: planning conferences with
S9
other aldes^ conferring vith special service persQimel« and making
contacts with speech and hearing teachers*
Frequency of the Perfozmance of Tasks of Conferring
With Other School Personnel Performed by
Teacher Aides
Table 16, page 6o, shows how frequently the tasks of conferring
with other school personnel were performed by the teacher aides In
the schools of Butts and Fayette Counties*
Services generally perfortn8d*^lhe tasks of conferring with other
school personnel services vhlch the teadier aides generally perfoimed
ranged from a low of 1 or 1 per cent for making contacts with speech
and hearing teachers, and ccmferrlng with resource personnel to a hl^
of 15 or 15 per cent for conferring with special sendee personal*
The other types of tasks of conferring with other school personnel
perfoxmed by the aides ranked as follows: 12 or 12 per cent for plan¬
ning conferences with other aides; 10 or 10 per cent for reqrfsltlonlng
Instructional materials*
A summary of the data would jQ)pear to Indicate that the chief
services idiich involved conferring with other school personnel which
were performed by the teacher aides were: conferring with special
service personnel, planning conferences with other aides, and re¬
quisitioning Instructional materials*
Services occasionally rendered*—The different services of con¬
ferring with other school personnel which the teacher aides rendered
occasionaBy ranged frcaa a low of 5 or 5 per cent for contacts
with speech and hearing teachers, and conferring with resource
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TABLE .16
DISTRIBUTIO!! OF THE FREQHENCT WITH WHICH THE TEACHER-AIDES PERFORM THEIR TASKS (CONFERRINQ WITH
OTHER SCHOOL PERSONNEL) IN THE SCHOOIS OF BUTTS AND FAIETTE COUNTIES, GEORGIA, 1966-196?
m BXBSBBBSBBBaOBBan
Frequency of the Performance of Tasks
Question Items Generally Occasionally Seldom Never
Nuitiber Per Cent Nuiriber Per Gen'S Number Per Cent Nuj^er Per Cent
Participate in faculty meetings
Requisition instructional materials
Give out information on p\Q>ils vtio vith-
drawr or enter
Hake calls concerning repair work
Confer with resource personnel
Make contacts with speech and hearing
teachers
Plan conferences with other aides
7 7 lU lit 17 17 ii5 hS
10 10 16 16 11 11 Itl la
k k 3 3 6 6 70 70
2 2 10 10 13 13 56 56
1 1 5 5 13 13 58 58
1 1 5 5 17 17 57 57
12 12 23 23 11 11 30 30
15 15 13 13 17 17 31 31Confer with special service personnel
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personnel to a of 23 or 23 per cent for planning conferences -with
other aides.
The other types of "conferring services" performed by tie aides
ranked as follows: l6 or l6 per cent for requisitioning instractional
materialsj ll; or llj. per cent for participating in faculty meetings.
A summaiy of the data woiold appear to indicate that the chief
services of conferring with other school personnel performed by the
teacher aides were: planning conferences with other aides, requisi¬
tioning instractional materials, and participating in faculty meetings.
Services seldom performed.—The services of conferilng with other
school personnel which were rendered seldom by the aides ranged from a
low of 6 or 6 per cent for giving out information on pupils who with¬
draw or enter to a high of 17 or 17 per cent for conferring with special
service personnel, contact with speech and hearing teachers, and parti¬
cipating in faculty meetings.
The other types of "conferring services" rendered by the teacher
aides ranked as follows: 13 or 13 per cent for conferring with re¬
source personnel, making calls concerning repair work; 11 or 11 per
cent for planning conferences with other aides, and requisitioning
Instructional materials.
A summaiy of the data would appear to indicate that the chief
"conferring services" performed by the teacher aides were: conferring
with special service personnel, contact with speech and hearing teachers,
conferring with resource personnel and making calls concerning repair
work.
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Tasks in Relation to Extra Cxirriciilar
Activities Program
The data on the tgnpes of tasks in extra curriciilar activities
p3?ogram perfonaed b7 the teacher aides in the schools of Butts and
Fayette Counties are presented in Table 17* page 63.
With teachers.«~The types of different tasks perfoiroed by teacher
aides vith the help of the teachers in the extra curricular activities
program in the schools ranged f^ora a loir of 2 or 2 per cent for
administering any type of punishment to a high of 10 or 10 per cent
for sponsoring class parties for ptipils, collecting monegr from ptpils
for any school function*
A summaiy of the data would appear to indicate the chief extra
curricular activities taedcs rendered by the teacher aides vith teachers
included; collecting money from pupils for any school functlcm*
administering any type of punishment* and sponsoring class parties for
pvpils.
Without teachers.-^-The types of extra ctirricular activities
tasks rendered by the teacher aides without the help of the teachers
ranged from a low of 9 or 9 per cent for sponsoring class parties for
pipils to a high of 12 or 12 per cent for administering any lype of
punishmmit* collecting mon^ from pupils for any school function^ and
counseling pipils before and after school.
A suiffliaiy of the data would appear to indicate that the chief
extra curricular activities tasks rmidered by the teacher aides without
the help of the teacher and with the help of the teacher included*
sponsoring class parties for ptplls* collecting money from ptplls for
TABLE 17
DISTRIBUTION OF THE PERSONS (PERSONNEL) WITH WHOM THE TEACHER-
AIDES PERFORM THEIR TASKS IN (EXTRA CDRRICULAS ACTIVITIES
PROGRAM) IN THE SCHOOLS OF BUTTS AND FAIETTE COUNTIES,
JACKSON, GEORGIA, 1966-196?
Question Items With Teachers Without Teachers
Nuiriber Per Cent Number Per Cent
Counsel pupils before and
after school 10 10 12 12
Collect money frcrni pupils
for ar^ school function 10 10 12 12
Sponsor class parlies for
pipils 10 10 9 9
Administer any type of
punishment 2 2 12 12
any school function, and counaeling pi5)ils before and after school.
Frequency of the Performance of Extra Curricular
ActiTities Tasks Performed by Teacher Aides
Table 18, page 6ij., ihows how frequently the tasks involying the
extra curricular activities program were performed by the teadier aides
in the schools of Butts and Fayette Counties.
Services generally performed.—The tasks in the extra curricular
activities program which the teacher aides generally performed ranged
£r<M a low of zero or zero per cent for administering aqy type of
punishment, sponsoring class parties for pupils to a of 17 or 1?
TABLE 18
DISTEIBUTIOM OP THE FREQtJENCT WITH WHICH THE TEACHER-AIDES PERFCEM THEIR TASKS (EXTRA CURRICULAR
ACTI7ITIES PROGRAM) IN THE SCHOOLS OF BUTTS AHD FAIETTE COUNTIES, GEORGIA, 1966-196?
^estlon Itesis Generally
Frequency of the Performance of Taska
Occaalonally Seldom Nsrer
Number Per Cent Number Per Cent Nuiiiber Per Cent Nur&er Per Cent
Counsel pupils b@fo3*e and after school 1 1 11 11 lU lii 6h 6k
Collect moneur from pi?)ils for aiqr sdxool
function 17 17 1$ 15 10 10 16 16
^onsor class parties for pt^ils 0 0 10 10 0 0 72 72
Administer any type of punishment after
school 0 0 0 0 3 3 78 78
6$
per cent for collecting mon^ from pupila for anj school function.
Servlees occasionally perforaied.^-The extra curricular activities
services idxlch the teacher aides rendered occasionally ranged from a low
of zero or zero per cent for administering any type of punishment to a
high of 1$ or 1$ per cent for collecting money from pupils for any
school function.
Services seldom performed.^-^The extra curricular activities
services which the teacher aides seldom rendered ranged from a low of
zero or zero per cent for iqponsorlng class parties for pupils to a high
of ll; or lit per cent for counseling pupils before and after school.
Services never performed.-*The extra curricular activities services
which the teacher aides never rendered ranged from a low of or per
cent for collecting money from pi^Us for any school function to a high
of 78 or 78 per cent for administering any type of punishment before or
after school.
A summary of these data would c^pear to indicate that the general
tasks in the extra curricular activities program which he teacher aides
performed were: administering any type of punishment before or after
schoolj^ flponsoring class parties for pupils in class or after school^
and couns^ng pupils before and after school.
Ccmonunity Helatlons Services of Aides
The data on the types of community relations tasks performed by
teacher aides in the schools of Butts and Fsyette Counties are pre¬
sented in Table 19# page 66.
With teachers.—The types of different tasks in coraraunity relations
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TABLE 19
DISTRIBUTION OF TEIS PERSONS (PERSONNEL) WITH WHOM THE TEACHER-
AIDES PERFORM THEIR TASKS (IN COMMUNITT RELATIONS SERVICES
OF AIDES) IN THE SCHOOLS OF BUTTS AND FAIETTE COUNTIES,
JACKSON, GEORGIA, 1966-1967
Qaestioa Items With Teachers Without Teachers
Number Per Cent Number Per Cent
Assist with community sur¬
veys 11 U 10 10
Help to acquaint piq>ils
with commuziity resources 10 10 11 U
Prepare notices of school
functions 8 8 7 7
Collect auy monies for
approved drives 7 7 10 10
Assist in planning in
various training programs 7 7 10 10
Help to inform the community
of elections 6 6 11 11
Interpret eductlonal policies 6 6 Ik Hi
Special participation in
community affairs 6 6 Hi Hi
Invite persons frcmt the
community to speak to
sdiool grorps $ 5 17 17
perfozmed 1t>7 teacher aides and their teachers in the schools ranged from
a low of 5 or ^ per cent for iinrlting persons from the eoimmuiity to
apeak to school groups to a high of U or 11 per cent for assisting
with oommunl-ty surreys.
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The other iiypea of conmunitgr relatione tasks perfoiroed by the
teacher aides with the teacher’s help ranked as follows} 10 or 10
per cent for helping to acquaint pupils with eammunlty resources; 8
or 8 per cent for preparing notices of school functions; 7 or 7 pex*
cent for assisting In planning In various training programs, and
collecting a^y monies for approved drives*
A summary of the data would appear to Indicate that the chief
tasks In community relations performed by the teacher aides with the
help of the teacher weret assisting with eommanlty surveys, helping
to acquaint pi:q>lls with community resources, and preparing notices of
school functions*
Without teachers*""The types of different tasks In community
relations performed by the teacher aides without the help of teachers
In the schools ranged from a low of 7 or 7 per cent for preparing
notices of school functions to a high of 17 or 17 per cent for Inviting
persons fjxm the community to speak to school groups*
The other types of community relations tasks performed by the
teacher aides without the help of teachers ranked as follows i 11} or
11} per cent for special participation in community affairs, interpret¬
ing educational policies; 11 or 11 per cent for helping to Inform the
community of elections, and helping to acquaint pupils with community
resources*
A summary of the data would Appear to Indicate that the eammunlty
relations tasks performed by the teacher aides suggests that the aides}
Invited persona from the community to speak to school groups, special
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participation in comniunitar affairs, interpreting educational pollclos,
and informing the community’ of elections.
Frequency of the Perfonoance of Ccamnunity Relations
Tanks Performed hy Teacher Aides
Table 20, page 69, shoirs hotr frequently the tasks icnrolrlng the
CGoaiunity relation programs vere performed by the teacher aides in
the schools of Butts and F^tte Counties.
Services generally performed.-"The community relations tasks ■which
the teadxer aides generally performed ranged £rm a lent of zero or zero
per cent for inviting persons flram the community to speak to school
groi:q>s to a high of Ik or lit. per cent for special participation in
community affairs.
The other types of different community relations tasks performed
generally ty the teacher aides ranked as follows: .12 or 12 per cent
for collecting any monies for ipprored dri'res, and helping to acquaint
ptqjils wi'th community resources.
A summary of the data would iq>pear to indicate that the chief
community relations taii&s which the teacher aides generally performed
included: special participation in community affairs, collecting any
monies for approved drives, and helping to acquaint pupils with community
resources.
Services occasionally performed.~-The conmmnity relations vdiich
the teacher aides performed occasionally ranged £rcm a low of 1: or 4
per cent for inviting persons from the community to apeak to school
groups to a high of 20 or 20 per cent for special participation In
6?
TABLE 20
DISTRIBUTION OP THE PERSONS (PERSONNEL) WITH WHCSM THE TEACHER-AIDES PERFORM THEIR TASKS (IN COMMUNITX
RELATIONS SERVICES OF AIDES) IN THE SCHOOLS OF BUTTS AND FAZETTE COUNTIES, JACKSON, GEOROIA,
1966-1967
Question Items
Frequency of the Performance of Tasks
Generally Occasionally Seldom Never
Nunher Per Cent Number Per Cent Nu33iber Per Cent Number Per Cent
Assist vith 002011113x117 earreya 2 2 12 12 15 15 53 53
Help to acquaint pupils vith community
resources 12 12 17 17 Hi Hi 111 111
Prepare notices of school Ihnctions 10 10 15 15 12 12 li9 li9
Collect any monies for approved drives 12 12 11 11 13 13 liU lUi
Assist in planning in various training
programs 3 3 6 6 10 10 63 63
Help to inform the coramunit/ of electicms 3 3 9 9 10 10 57 57
Intezpret educational policies h h 9 9 10 10 52i 51i
fecial participation in cornnunltj affairs Hi Ik 20 20 12 12 30 30
Invite persons from the ecmmmnity to i^eak
to school groiq>8 0 0 k li 7 7 65 65
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cammunity affairs.
Kie other iypes of coonmmity relations tasks occasionally performed
by the teacher aides ranked as follows: 17 or 17 per cent for helping
to acquaint pt^ils with consnunity resources; 1$ or 1$ per cent for
preparing nol^ees of school functions; 12 or 12 per cent for assisting
with community surras.
A susBoary of the data would appear to liuUcate the diief tasks
of comrtRuiity relations occasionally performed by the teacher aides were
special participation in community affairs^ helping to acquaint pupils
td.th community resou3rce8« end preparing notices of school functions.
Seryiees seldom perfoniied.»«The ccmmunHqr relations tasks per¬
formed seldom by the teacher aides ranged from a low of 7 or 7 per
cent for inviting persons from the eommuniiy to apeak to school groups
to a high of 1$ or X$ per cent for assisting with community surveys.
The other types of community relations tasks seldom performed by
the teacher aides ranked as follows: U: or 11; per cent for helping to
acquaint pupils with community resources; 15 or 15 per cent for collect¬
ing any monies for approved drives; 12 or 12 per cent for special parti¬
cipation in community affairs^ and preparing notices of school functions.
A summary of the data would appear to indicate the chief
community relations tasks s^dom performed by the teacher aides were:
assisting with community surveysj hoping to acquaint pipils with
community resources^ collecting monies for proved drives^ and special
participation in communl-^ affairs.
Services never performed.—The community relations tasks never per¬
formed by the teacher aides ranged from a low of 50 or 50 per cent for
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fecial participation in ccminunilgr affairs to a high of 6$ or 6$ per
cent for inviting persons from the community to i^eak to school groups*
The other types of coraraunity relations tasks never performed by
the teacher aides ranked as follows* 63 or 63 per cent for assisting
in planning in various training programs; 57 or 57 per cent for helping
to infcum the community of eleeti<ms> and $h or 5U per cent for inter*
preting educational policies.
A summary of the data would appear to indicate the chief comnunily
relations tasks end/or services roidered by the teacher aides were*
inviting persons from the community to spoak to school groups^ assist¬
ing in planning in various training programs, helping to inform the
community of elections, and interpreting educational policies*
Professional Development Activities of Aides
The data on the types of professional develcpmmrt tasks performed
by the teacher aides in the schools of Butts and Fayette Counties are
presented in Table 21, page 72*
With teachers.—The types of different professional development
tasks performed with the teachers by the teacher aides in the schools
ranged from a low of 3 or 3 por cent for aides averaging grades for
pupils, attending increment courses or seminars to a hi^ of 19 or 19
per cent for administering formal or informal tests*
The other types of professional development services rendered by
the teacher aides with the help of the teachers ranked as follows* 18
or 18 per cent for monitoring or proctoring during test situations; 16
or 16 per cent for checking oral and written assignments; ll* or 11* per
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TABLE 21
DISTRIBUTION OP THE PERSONS (PERSONNEL) WITH WHOM THE
TEACHER-AIDES PERFORM THEIR TASKS (IN PRaFESSIQNAL
DE7EL0PMENT ACTIVITIES OP AIDES) IN THE SCHOOLS
OP BUTTS AND FA2ETTE COUNTIES, JACKSON,
GEORGIA, 1966-1967
Question Items With Teachers Without Teachers
Ifurher Per Cent Number Per Cent
AcMnisterlng foimal or
infonaal tests 19 19 7 7
Monitoring or proctoming
during test sitxiations 18 18 6 6
Checking oral and written
assignments 16 16 15 15
Making or correcting formal
or informal tests lit. lit 12 12
Duplicating instructicsidl
materials 12 12 20 20
Recording hximan behaivlor
of pupils n 11 11 n
Record grades coi report
cards 11 11 10 10
Keying prepress reports on
pupils* inprorement 10 10 13 13
Assisting in re-testing
pupils 9 9 11 11
Attend in-service meetings 9 9 12 12
Record information in
attendance register 7 7 9 9
Work on research projects 7 7 10 10
Observe other teachers or
aides in the classTOoms 7 7 13 13
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TABLE 21 .-^Contlimed
Question Items With Teachers Without Teachers
Ntffiiber Per Cent Nvuiiber Per Cent
Chari or graph human be~
havlor of pi^jlls 6 6 11 11
Record test results in
permanent records 6 6 12 12
Investigate newer educa/*
tlonal trends 6 6 12 12
Read professional literature 5 5 12 12
Average grade for pT5>ils 3 3 11 11
Attend increment courses
or seminars 3 3 12 12
cent for making or correcting formal or Informal teste.
A summary of the data trould appear to indicate the chief pro>
fessional denrelopinent tasks rendered by the teacher aides with the
help of the teachers Included} administering formal or Informal tests*
monitoring or proctoring during test situaticaia and checking oral and
written assignments.
Without teacher8.*«The different professional development tasks
performed without the teachers by ‘tiie teacher aides in the schools
ranged frasi a low of 6 or 6 per cart for monitoring or proctoring
during test situations to a high of 20 or 20 per cent for duplicating
instructional materials.
The other types of professional develoxmient tasks performed by
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the teacher aides without the help of the teachers ranked as follows:
1$ or 1$ per cent for eheckiiig oral and written assignments; 13 or 13
per cent for obsexring other teachers or aides in the classroom, ke^
ing progress reports c«i pipils' laproirement, 12 or 12 per cent for
attending increment courses or seminars, reading profescdonal litera¬
ture, investigating newer educaticmal trends, recording test results
in pexman(mit records, and making or correcting formal or infoznal tests.
A 8uim&ar7 of the data would ippear to indicate that the chief pro¬
fessional development tasks rendered by the teacher aides without 'Uie
help of teachexw were: duplicating instructional materials, checking
oral and written assignments, observing other teachers or aides in the
classroom, keeping progress reports on pipils' inoprovement, attending
increment courses or seminars, reading professional literature, and
investigating newer educational trends.
Frequency of the Performance of Professional
Development Tasks Performed by
Teacher Aides
The data on how frequently the profes^onal development tasks were
perfozmed by teacher aides in the schools of Butts and Fayette Counties
are presented in Table 22, page 75*
Services generally performed.—The professional development
services rendered generally by the teacher aides ranged from a low of
1 or 1 per cent for charting or grsqphlng human behavior of pupils to a
high of 29 or 29 per cent for duplicating Instructional materials,
exercises, drills or tests for pupils.
The other types of professional development services generally
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TABLE 22
DISTRIBaTION OP THE FREqUENCT WITH WHICH THE TEACHER-AIDES PERFORM THEIR TASKS (PRQFESSIOKAL DETELOPMEfIT
ACTI7ITIES OF AIDES) IH THE SCHOOLS OF BUTTS AND FAIETTE COtJHTIES, GEORGIA, 1966-196?
Frequency of the Perfoimance of Tasks
QueBtion Itema Generally Occasionally Seldom Never
Number Per Cent Number Per Cent Number Per Cent Number Per Cent
Adnlnlater formal or informal tests 3 3 ll* 11* 16 16 1*5 1*5
Ifonltor or proctor during test situations 10 10 23 23 17 17 30 30
Checking oral and written assignments 2l^ 2U 30 30 12 12 22 22
Making or correcting formal or informal
tests 18 18 20 20 1 1 37 37
Di^licating instructicmal materials 29 29 15 15 U 11 27 27
Recording human behavior of pvqpils 7 7 15 15 10 10 39 39
Recoz>ding grades on report cards 13 13 17 17 8 8 1*2 1*2
Keeping progress reports on pupils'
inprovement 8 8 9 9 15 15 1*5 1*5
Re-testing pupils 5 5 13 13 11 U 51 51
Attending in-service meetings 23 23 22 22 9 9 3l* 3l*
Recording information in attendance
registers 5 5 10 10 12 12 58 58
Working on research projects 6 6 7 7 11* 11* 53 53
Observing other teachers or aides in the
classrooms 21 21 16 16 13 13 25 25
Charging or griphing htuaan b^avior of
ptpils 1 1 h k 8 8 69 69
Recording test results in permanent records Ik 2k 23 23 8 8 3l* 3l*
Investigating newer educational trends 8 8 20 20 18 18 11* 11*
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TABLE 9P--Continued
I^quency of the Perfoimance of Tasks
Question Items " Gemrally ' ! ' "'Occasicaially'" " '"'Seldom' ij-gyer""'"
Number Per Cent Number Per Cent Number Per Cent Number Per Cent
Reading professional literature
Averaging grades for pt^lls
13 13 33 33
h h 9 9
16 16 11 11
13 13 50 50
9 9 U8Attending increment courses or seminars 2 2 16 16
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rendered the teacher aides ranked as follows t 2k or Zh J>9T cent for
checking and grading oral and written assignments of pi9>ilsj 23 or 23
per cent for atteiiding in-service meetings! 21 or 21 per cent for
observing other teachers or aides in other classrocoas.
A sumnar/ of the data would appear to indicate that the chief
professicmal development services generall7 rendered by the teacher
aides weret duplicating instructional materials, e::rarcise8, drills or
tests for pnQ)il8, checking and grading oral and written assignments of
prills, attending in-service meetings, and observing other teachers or
aides in other classrooms.
Services occasionally performed.—The professional development
services rendered occaslcmall^sr by the teacher aides in the schools
ranged from a low of Jt or 2^ per cmat for charting or grs^Mng human
behavior of pupils to a hi^ of 33 or 33 per cent for reading pro¬
fessional literature.
The other types of professional develcpaent services rendered
occasionally by the teacher aides ranked as foUowst 30 or 30 per
cent for checking and grading oral and written assignments of piQ>il8!
23 or 23 per cent for recording test i*e8ults in permanent records,
BKJuitor or proctor during test situational 22 or 22 per cent for
attending in-service meetings, and 20 or 20 per cent for investigating
newer educational trends, and making or correctong formal or infonnal
tests.
A summary of the data would e^ear to indicate that the chief
professloxial development services o ccasionally rendered by the teacher
aides included* reading professional literature, checking and grading
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oral and written assignments of pi^Us^ recording test results In
permanent records, monitoring or proctorlng during test situations,
and attending In*service meetings.
Services seldom perfoiTOed.~*The professional development services
rendered seldom bj the teacher aides in the schools ranged from a low
of 1 or 1 per cent for maJdng or correcting formal or informal tests
to a high of 18 or 18 per cent for investigating newer educational
trends.
The other t^es of professional development services rendered
seldom the teacher aides ranked as foUowst 17 or 17 per cent for
monitoring or proctorlng during test sltuaticaisj 16 or 16 per cent for
administering formal or Informal tests, and reading professional Utera*
turej 1$ or 1$ per cent for keying progress r^orts on pupils* improve¬
ment, and lU or 1]^ per cent for working on research projects.
A sutmnaxy of the data would appear to Indicate that the chief
professional development services seldom rendered by the teacher aides
were* Investigating newer educational trends, monitoring or proctorlng
during test situations, administering fozmal or Informal tests, reading
professional literature, keeping progress reports on pt5>ils* laprove-
ment, and working on research projects.
Servlees never nerforraed.—The professional development services
never rendered by the teacher aides ranged from a low of 11 or 11 per
cent for reading professional literature to a high of 69 or 69 per cent
for charting or grss)hlng human bdiavior of pT:5)ils.
The other -types of professional development services never rendered
by the teacher aides ranked as follows t 58 or $8 per cent for recording
Informatioa In attendance regletersj $3 or $3 per cent for woridLng on
research projects; SI or $1 per cent for re-testing pupils, and $0 or
So per cent for averaging grades for pi5)ils.
A 8usiiiax3r of the data would i^ear to indicate that the chief
professional development services never rraidered by the teacher aides
weret reading professional literature, charting or grilling human be¬
havior of pupils, recording infonnation in attexidance registers, wozic-




Reci^italatl(m of the Theoretical Bases of the Stu^jr
RatLonale .—With the growing problems of discipline in oar schools^
teaching needs more and more supportiTe services and increased man¬
power help. Alrea^jr teachers are extremely bueor serving in rarioas
wasTv as Janitors^ derks end playground policeman. This point is veil
known to all and has been made r^atedl^ with heat and 7lgor» to
statesmen^ parents and school officials who are continually trying to
free teachers from the taxing burden of clerical and routine tasks*
In trying to solve this problem^ the teacher aide program lends itself
to papular use. So far« results of the ea^eriment with teacher aides
have been satisfactory’.
The teacher aide program is proving to be useful in more ways ’than
one. Teacher aides are usually reapected members of the communl’ty since
they are drown from retired ’teachers^ housewives and hi^ school studen’ts
in fields olher than teaching. This practice tends to strengthen the
sdiool-oononunity rela’tionehip.
A teacher aide is one vdio is supposed to be a mature person who is
expec’bed ’to assist a ’teacher in handling children indi-vldually or
coUec’tively, executing supportive and clerical tasks. She is not
si^osed to execu’te the regular professional 'tasks for ’ihidt a teacher
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needs technical tralxilng. For the teacher aide to be in line with the
regular classroom teacheri the following are the basic requirements:
she should wzlte legibly^ eipell oorrectl7> use basic mathematical com¬
putations coTrectl;]r« apeak dearly and intelligently, typs (at least
demonstrate satlefaotozy lerd of intuition, resourcefulness and
ereatlYeness)* She should be flexible, reliable, adaptable and de¬
pendable in perfozuing assignments*
In some elamentaxy elnssx^oms teachers aides do everything from
decorating the bulletin boazvl to watering plants* It is observed that
the aids haul not intruded in any vay upon the professional duties of
the teacher* The system has proved to be helpful to teachers* 'What
is more, teauiher aides reduce the dexlcd and ]*outine task loaul of
the teacher*
M schools become interested in fitting staff-utilization con¬
cepts to their mm particular sltuationt, the questions usually arise:
Should we use teacher aides? And if so, what sorts of things should
teacher aides do? What kinds of individuals should th^ be?
The teacher aide's functian fits most benefically into the team¬
teaching situations, but aides can also be of immeasurable help when
assigned to: (1) teachers operating singly with a department or (2)
a physical faeilitsr# ^ch as a language laboratory, a grEphie arts-
eurriculum materials room, or even a lecture hall*
To identiiy areas where teacher aides ewi help, poses no problem*
The essential question is this: 'Where can assistance be ipplied most
benefically to raise the qualily of educational offerings? The right
answer depends upon situations closely related to each school* However,
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if a school is seeking to gain most benefit from the appointment of
aidesj oertain guidelines should be considered. Unless aides are
sought as a brand or surplus eomiaodit7 to be thrown^ in stop-gap
measure^ at the rundiing tide of teenagers^ the general functions and
roles of the aiders position must be defined earl7.^
Evolution of the probleaa.—Durlng the past school term, the writer
was asked to serve on a eonanittee to rate the activities and duties of
teacher aides. Sy* benefit of three months of experience in having an
aide assigned to him« the writer can perhaps provide a little guidance
and some sippoirtive data for those considering teacher* a aides. It was
from this axperimiee that the writer became interested in the roles and
functions of teacher aides^ and how the teacher aides were hoping to
alleviate some of the pertinent problems of the classroom teachers,
this situation encouraged the writer to do this 8ta<^.
Contribution to educaticmal knowledf;e«—The writer hopes that the
findings in this studywill servs to identiiy^ and to eharaeterlza the
routine tasks vhich are usuallj expected of teacher aides.
Statement of the prdblem.~-Ihe problma involved in this study was
to determine^ axi&Lyse, and lEppraiae the roles and functions of '’Teacher
iides" in Fayette County Training School^ Fayetteville Elementary School,
and Butts County Schools.
Purposes of the studr.—The major pujpose of this study was to
dev^c^ a profile of the varied tasks which teacher aides may be called
^Scott B. Thcms, "Emerging Role of the Teacher Aide," C?.earlng
House 37* (February, 1963), pp. 326-330.
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tipon to perform vhea employed in a school situation.
The specifio puiposes of this stu^jr veret
1. To analyze the opinions of teachers about the expected
functions and activities of teacher aides in selected
elementary schools.
2. To lEppraise the basic training teacher aides bring to their
Jobs:
a. The educational background of teacher aides.
b. The usual basic academic or other>type training re¬
quired for employment as a teacher aide.
3. To detennine the major areas of functions In 'shich teacher
aides can be enployed to work at a school.
li. To ascertain the time-allotment devoted to specific tasks
^Ich teacher aides are called upon to do*
To detennine average number of teacher aides assigned to:
a. A classroom
b. A school
6. To ascertain idiat is the teachers' appraisal and/or evaluation
of the usefulness of the teacher aides serving in their schools.
7* To detennine uhat are the implications for educational theozy
and practice*
Limitation of the study.—The major limitation of this study is
the question as to the authenticity and accura(7 of the opinions ex¬
pressed by the xespondmits to the items on the questionnaire^ uhleh
was used to collect the data*
Definition of terms.—The significant terms used throughout this
study are defined below:
1. Teacher aides are auxlllazy persomel (we prefer the latter
term to either teacher aides or paraprofessicmals) brought




youth. They nay perform a vide Tarlety of tasks.
Monitors - an aide idio supervises In the lunchrooms# on the
playgrounds# during physical education and play periods In
stuctsr rooms# In halls and corridors and on bus duty.^
3. Opinion * a belief# judgement# Idea# In^resslon# sentiment or
notion that has not been concluslyely proved and lacks the
VBi^t of carefully reasoned judgement or certainty of con¬
viction.
Eecs^ltulatlon of the Research-Design of the Study
Significant aspects of the locale and reseax*ch-deslgn of this
research are characterized below.
1. Locale and period of study - This stucy was conducted in -
Butts County# Jackson# Georgia and Fayette-County# Fayette¬
ville# Georgia during the school year I966-1967.
2. Method of research - The descriptive survey method of research#
en^loying the i^eclflc techniques of the questionnaire and
official school records# were used to collect the data. The
descriptive survey method was chosen because of Its versatility#
practicality# and its usefulness in identiiying present con¬
ditions and pointing to present needs.
3. Subjects - The subjects used in this research were one
hundred teachers and their teacher aides idio were employed
In three schools. Two In Fayette County and one in Butts
County.
U. Materials and Instruments - The materials used In this study
was a specially designed questionnaire on the functlcms and
activities of teacher aides and official records.
Criterion of reliability • The "cidterlon of reliability"
of the data collected# the accuracy and authenticity of the
1
National Commission on Teacher Education and Professional Standards#
National Education Association# TEP5 Newsletter. DC# No. 2 (June# 1966),
p. li.
2
J. B. White# "Educational Leadership Teacher Aides," Florida
Educational Research and Development Council. Research BiiUftt-tn. n.
No. 1 (March# 1966).
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data itesois on teachers; ob8er7atlona of teacher aides and
anecdotal records; veital r^orting of official personnel;
and pupils; responses to the respective items on t^e ques-
tionnaiare*
6. Procedoral steps - The following procedural steps were used
to achieve the purposes of this stud^rt
a. The literature pertinent to this struSjr was reviewed,
abstracted and summarized for incorporation in i±ie
final thesis ccpy.
b. The specific questionnaire on teacher aides was con¬
structed and validated under the direction of staff
members of the School of Education.
e. The qaestlonnalre was distributed to and executed b7
the regular teachers in the schools participating in
the stud^.
d. The data on the questioxmalre were assembled In appropriate
tables and/or charts as Indicated by the purposes of the
study.
e. The data were statistically treated with reference to the
frequency and per cent of responses to the questionnaire
items.
f. The formulation of the statement of findings, conclusions,
inplications and recommendations were incorporated in the
flni^ed thesis copy.
Summary of Related Literature
The literature pertinent to this study was reviewed in the light
of extended educaticmal offerings for the regular classroom teacher and
teacher aides. Among special curricular areas, the limited amount of
literature reviewed in connection with this study seems to enphaslze
such vital and crucial principles as indicated below:
1. Self-concept should be of vital luportance to child growth and
develcpment, and must be the basic aim of every educational pro¬
gram.
2. Teacher aides are persona who help the classroom teacher and
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Bchool peraonnel In atten?>ting to alleviate many barriers to
educational grotrth and development*
3* Teacher aides az^ those persons 'who attract natioxial educa¬
tional attention.
li* Teacher aides are non-professional workers, however, their
background training qukLify them to aid the classroom teachers
tremendously*
$, Teacher aides are as effective in a communi-ty as they are in
a classroom.
6* Some authorities disagree in categorizing all teacher aides as
non-p3K>fessional enployees*
7* Teachers are well pleased with services rendered by teacher
aides.
8* No teacher feels threatened idien services are rendered by
teacher aides.
9* Studies, reports and projects i^ow teacher aides are generally
of positive benefit in the education entezprise.
10* Teachers idao have teacher aides give more time to professional
activities than those teachers aho have no aides*
11. Individualized instruction itself can be more readily accom¬
plished and a higher level of perfoxmance is revealed ihen the
teacher has the sendees of the teacher aide.
12* The teacher aide is effective as a member of a team teaching
situation.
13* Engli^ teachers cover more academic content when the teacher
aides reduce the load of the classiroom teacher in activities,
such as, correcting papers, checking reports, and fixing the
bulletin board.
Summary of Basie Findings
Introductory statement.—This section of the thesis pwsents a
narrative summaxy of the significant findings of this research as
developed trm the quantitative and narrative data to be fo\md in
Chapter II of the thesis proper. These data are identified.
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characterized and presented in separate paragraphs idiich are subsumed
under ^prcpriate data-csptions idiich follow issaediately below.
The findings.--The more significant findings pertinent to each of
the eleven specific purposes of this research are presented under the
cpprppriate captitms b^ow.
Instructional Services Rendered by
Teacher Aides with Assistance
of the Teachers
1. The chief instructional aeivlcea rendered by the teacher aides
with the help of the teachers were geared toward guidance in
basic skillsj offezlng help to pupils in dramatization axid
mathematics^ and grouping pupils for instruction.
2. The chief instructional services rendered by teacher aides
without the help of teachers includedt permitting aides to'
make lesson plans^ listen to reports or stpervise free read¬
ing and play^ take charge idiile relieving a teacher and
offering help to small or large groups.
Frequency of the Performance of Instructional
Servicea Performed by the Teacher Aides
1. The main instructional services tdiich the teacher aides
generally rendered includedt teaching or offering guidance
in basic skills^ making lesson plans, listening to reports,
reviewing or supervising free reading and play for pipils,
offering help to small or large groups of pupils, and
choosing materials, aids for use in instruction.
2. The main instructional services idiich the teacher aides
occasionally rendered included: guidance in basic skills,
grouping for instructional purposes, and helping to small
or large groups.
3. The main instructional services which the teacher aides
seldcaa rendered included: reading, dramatics, mathematics,
choosing material for instruction, taking charge while re¬
lieving a teacher, planning the curriculum, classrocm or*
ganlzation, and teaching art and science.
li. The main instructional services never rendered by the teacher
aides included: examining, selecting materials for science
ei^eriments, assisting in planning the curricula, selecting
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and choosing material for instruction.
Classroom Management Tasks Performed by
Teacher Aides
1. The chief classroom management services rendered hy teacher
aides vlth the help of the teachers were directed towards
preparing school reports^ recognizing Ihe importance of
th^r work, assisting in making supplementazT' materials for
instructional purposes, axid planning or offering help in
arranging the classroom, and bulletin boards.
2. The chief services rendered b7 teacher aides in performing
their tasks without the help of the teacher Included: enter*
ing and leaving school, permitting the aides to dipllcate
work materials for ptpils for instructional purposes, re- -
cognizing the inportance of their work, and operating audio¬
visual equipment.
Frequency of the Performance of Classroota
Mana^ecwnt Tasks Performed by Teacher
Aides
1. The main classroom manageEment services that teacher aides
generally rendered included: recognizing the Importance of
their work, performing clerical tasks during the school day,
duplicati^ materials, and assisting in svpervisirg safety
activities.
2. The main classroom management services occasionally rendered
by teacher aides included: arranging the classroom, operating
audio-visaal equipmmt, entering and leaving school, making
supplementary materials, and preparing school reports.3.The main classroom management services liMch the teacher aides
seldom rendered included: supervising pupils entering and
leaving school, recognizing the inportance of their work,
making Inter-s^ool communication effective, supplementary
materials, safety activities, and operating audio-visual equip¬
ment.
k* Hie main classroam management services xiever performed by the
teacher aides included: recognizing the importance of their
work, ordering school supplies, arranging special trips for
pupils, registering pipils and placing planned work on the
bulletin board.
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IndlTldaal Help Serrlcea to Pupilg
1. The chief Indlvldoal help services rendered by the teacher'
aides with the help of the teachers were geared toward pro«
Tiding help for -typical px^ils in academic drills and play
activities, helping pi^ils execu-te certain duties on (special
projects, and assisting -the pupils in make-up work*
2* The chief -tasks of indi-vidual help performed by the teacher
aides wi-thout the help of the teachers were helping pt^>ils
execute certain duties or perfozming special projects and
aiding ptpils -with minor injuries or illnesses*
Frequency of -the Performance of Individual Help
Services to Pupils
1* The main individual help to piQ>il8 sezvices roidered occa-
sionaUy by teacher aides includedt assisting pupils in
make-up work, visual audltozy aynptoms, helping pupils
execute certain duties, diecking daily for obvious sytptons -
of childhood diseases and aiding wi-th minor injuries or ill¬
nesses.
2. The main individual help services generally rendered by teacher
aides includedt providing special help for -typical pupils in
academic drills and play acti-vities.
3* The main services seldom rendered by teacher aides includedt
helping pupils execute certain duties or perfozming certain
duties or perfozming cetrtain projects, assisting wi-bh visual,
auditozy or pty-slcal examinations and aiding the pupils with
minor injuries*
The diief tasks nerver performed by teacher aides weret keep¬
ing anedoctal records for pupils, end checking pupils daily
for ob-vious eymptoms of childhood diseases*
Counseling and Guidance Services Rendered
1* The main services rendered by teadier aides -wi-th -the help of
the -teachers includedt scheduling conferences with pupils,
offering help to the slow or the accelerated pupils, and
assisting pupils with -their personal problems*
2. The chief tasks perfozmed by the teacher aides in counselizxg
and guidance without the help of the teacher were: developing
good fiportsraanship, offering help to slow or accelerated pupils,
and counseling pupils x^garding their personal problems*
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Frequency of the Counseling and Gxtldance Services
Rendered
1« The min services in counseling and guidance perfozmd
generally hy the teadher aides werei offering help to the
slour or accelerated pupils^ developing good eportsmansihlp«
and assisting In reassuring the handic^ped.
2. The main services In counseling and guidance rendered occa¬
sionally by the teacher aides were: scheduling confesrences
with pupils, assisting pi^Us with their personal problems,
and offering help to the slow or accelerated pt:plls.
3. The main counseling and guidance sendees seldom rendered by
teacher aides were: counseling pv:5>ils regarding their health,
and assisting pupils with their peansonal problems.
U. The main services of counseling and guidance which the teacher
aides never rendered were: offering help to the slow or
accelerated pi^lls, scheduling conferences with ptpUs,
counseling pupils regax^Ung their health, and assisting in
reassuring the handicapped pvpils.
Ihseipllne Tasks in Relation to Pupils
1. The tasks of discipline performed by teacher aides along with
the teachers Included: attending special programs, concerts,
ballets, plays, cemferring with the principal, and other
teachers.
2. The chief tasks In discipline undertaken by -Uie teacher aides
without the help of the teachers were: counseling small or ^
large groups, making rules or Isolating unruly children, dis¬
playing love and affection, and supervising pipUs outside
the classroom.
Frequency of the Performance of Discipline
Tasks In Relation to Pupils Performed
by Teacher Aides
1. The chief tasks of discipline roidered generally by teacher
aides Included: eaplatnlng school policies to pupils and
parents, displaying love and affection, acceptance, or
enpatly for disruptive piplls, and supervising pupils out¬
side the classroom.
2. The chief tasks of discipline rendered occasionally ly teacher
aides Included: teaching s^-control and self-discipline.
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participating in parent~teaeher pi^il conferences^ and taHng
charge of the pt^ils ^en the teacher is out of the room.
3. The chief tasks of discipline sddom jrendered by teacher aides
Included* making rules or isolating unruly pvqpils when offer¬
ing individual help, conferring with the principal and other
teachers, participating in parent-teacher pupils conferences,
and making referrals for discipline.
1*. The chief tasks of discipline never rendezed by teacher aides
were: participating in parent-teacher pupils conferences,
explaining sdUool policies to pupils, making rules and isolat-
iz^ uzunily pupils when offering individual help.
Parent Substitute Seivlces of Aides
1. The chief parental-substitute services rendered by the teacher
aides with the help of the teachers were geared towards
identifying unhappy pupils, manifesting a genuine interest
when wozking with pupils, eoqpressing admiration when pi^ils
achieve, assuming individual and group responsibility.
2. The main parental-substitute tasks rendered by the teacher
aides without the help of the teacher aides included*
assisting younger ptqplls in locating misplaced personal
belongings, mending or sewing ripped clothing for pupils,
and displaying excellent work of the pupils.
Frequency of the Perfomiance of Parent-Substitute
Services or Tasks Perfonned by Teacher Aides
1. The main parent-substitute tasks performed generally by teacher
aides included* manifesting a genuine interest vdien working
with pupils, expressing admiration idien pupils achieve, and
identifying unh^py pupils and assisting younger pupils in
locating misplaced personal belongings.
2. The main parent-substitute tasks rendered occasionally by
teacher aides included* displaying excellent work of pupils,
assisting in learning to assume Individual group responsibility,
identifying unhappy pupils and e*q>resBing admiration when
pupils achieve.3.The main services of parent-substitute seldom performed by
teacher aides included* giving close scrutiny to pupils when
i^proached, giving first aid, showing disapproval, and assist¬
ing ii learning to assume Individual group responsibility.
1*. The main parent-substitute services never rendered by teacher
n
aides Included: esqpresslng personal likes or dislikes for
piqpilSf personal appearance for mending or sewing ripped
clothing for pupils* giving first old and displaying ex¬
cellent voz^ of pupils as often as possible.
Reporting Education Status of Pupils
1. The chief tasks of r^ortlng education status of pupils as
rendered by the teacher aides with the help of ‘^e teacher
were geared towards extending themselves to pupils and parents
In home visitations* participating In Parent-Teacher Associa¬
tion fuzictlons* relating the instructional program to parents*
r^ortlng the progress as well os failures* and soliciting
parents' or guardians' cooperation.
2. The chief tasks of reporting education status of pupils which
are performed by the teacher aides without the help of the
teachers were: relating the Instructional program to parents*
reporting the progress as well as failures* TOlatlng the in¬
structional program to parents* soliciting parents' or
g\iardians' cooperation.
Frequency of the Perfotroance of Reporting Education
Status of Pupils Tasks Perfomed by Teacher Aides
1. The main tasks of r^cnrting the education status of pupils
generally rendered by the teacher aides were: poxticlpating
in Parent-Teacher Association functions* extending invita¬
tions to parents to attend program exhibits* and discussing
pupils' attitudes* study habits* and soliciting parents' or
guardians' cooperaticui.
2. The main tasks of r^orting the education status of pupils
occasionally rendered by the teacher aides were: discussing
pi^ils' attitudes* study habits* and soliciting parents' or
guardians' co(^eration* participating in Parent-Teacher
Association functions.
3. The main tasks of reporting the education status of p\q)lls
idiich the teacher aides seldom performed included: partici¬
pating in Parent-Teacher Association functions* soliciting
parents' or guardians' cooperation* discussing pupils'
attitudes and stxidy habits.
U. The main tasks of reporting -i±ie education status of pupils
vdiich the teacher aides never rendered were: extending them¬
selves to pupils and parents in home visitations* relating
the instructional program to parents* jreporting the progress
as well as failures* discussing pi5>ils' attitudes* study
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habits and soliciting parents' or guardians' eo<^eratlon.
Conferring vlth other School Personnel
1« The chief tasks of eonfexTlng with other school personnel
rendered by the teacher aides with the help of the teachers
were geared towards! participating In facully meetings^ re*
qolsltlonlng instructional naterlals, making calls concern*
Ing repair work« and conferring with resource personnel.
2. The chief tasks of conferring with other school personnel
performed by the teacher aides without the help of the
teachers included: planning conferences with other aides,
conferring with special services persoimel, and making con*
tacts with speech and hearing teachers.
Frectueney of the Performance of Tasks of Conferring with
Other School Personnel Performed by Teacher Aides
1. The main services of conferring with other school persoimsl
performed generally rendered by the teacher aides were:
contacting speech and hearing teachers, conferring with
service personnel and making calls concerning repair work.
2. The main services of conferring with other school personnel
performed occasionally rendered by the teacher aides were:
contacting speech and hearing teachers, conferring with re*
source personnel, and paiilcipatlng In faculty meetings.
3. The main services of conferring with other school personnel
performed seldom by the teacher aides were: giving out In*
formation on p\q)lls who withdraw or enter, conferring with
special service personnel, and making calls concerning re*
pair work.
1^. The main services of conferring with other school personnel
performed never by teacher aides were: giving out informa*
tlon on pupils who withdraw or enter school, conferring with
resource personnel, making contacts with speech and hearing
teachers, and making calls concerning repair work.
Extra Curricular Activities Program
1, The chief tasks of ri^ortlng the extra curricular activities
tasks performed by teacher aides with the help of the teachers
included: administering any type of punishment, sponsoring
class parties for pupils, collecting monsy from pupils for any
school function.
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2. The chief tasks of z^ortlng the extra eurrlcvilar activities
tasks perfoxmed b7 teacher aides vithout the help of the
teachers included: sponsoring class parties for pupils^
collecting noney from pupils for any school function^ and
eounselizig pt^ils before and after school.
Frequency of the Performance of Extra Curricular
Activities Tasks Performed by Teacher Aides
1. The main services of extra curricTLlar activities tasks per¬
formed generally by the teacher aides were: administering
any t^pe of punishment^ coUectlrg money from pupils for
any school fonctlon.
2. The main services of extra curricular activities tasks per¬
foxmed occasionally by the teacher aides vere: administering
any type of punishment^ collecting money from pupils for ary
school function.
3. The main services of extra curricular activities tasks per¬
formed seldom by the teacher aides vere: sponsoring class
parties for ptipils> counseling pupils before and after school.
U. The main services of extra curricular activities tasdcs per¬
foxmed never ly the teachers aides vere: counseling pupils
before and after school, sponsoring class parties for pupils
in class or after school.
Community Relations Services of Aides
1, The chief tasks of ccmmunity relations services of aides per¬
formed by the teacher aides vith the help of the teachers vere:
assisting vith community surveys, helping to acquaint ptq>lls
vith cammunity resources, and preparing notices of school
functions.
2. The chief tasks of community relations services of aides per¬
foxmed by the teacher aides vithout the help of the teachers
vere: invitizig perscms from the cammunity to speak to school
groups, participating in special community affairs, inter¬
preting educational policies, and informing the cammunity of
elections.
Frequency of the Performance of Comraunltr Relations
Tasks Performed by Teacher Aides
1. The chief tasks of comnunily relations tasks vhich the teacher
aides generally perfoxmed vere: special participation la
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community affairs, collecting ary monies for approved
drives, and helping acquaint pxpils with community re¬
sources.
2, The chief tasks of community relations tasks iMch the
teacher aides occasionally performed veres iQ)ecial parti*
cipation in community atffairs, helping acquaint pupils with
community resources, and preparing notices of school functions.
3. The chief tasks of community r^ations tasks tMch the teacher
aides seldom performed werei assisting with ccmmmnity sur¬
veys, helping acquaint pupils with community resources,
collecting monies for approved drives, and special partici¬
pation in commanity affairs.
li» tnie chief tasks of commanity relations tasks and/or services
which the teacher aides never performed wereji inviting per¬
sons from the community to spoak to groups, assisting in
planning in various training programs, helping inform the
community of elections, and interpreting educational policies.
Professional Development Activities of Aides
1* The chief professional development tasks rendered by the
teacher aides with the help of the teachers were: administer¬
ing formal or infonnal tests, monitoring or proctorlng during
test situations, and checking oral or written assignments.
2. The chief professional devel<pm6nt iasks rendered by the
teacher aides without the help of teachers were: duplicating
instructional materials, checking oral and written assignments,
observing other teachers or aides in the classzK>om, keeping
progress reports on pupils, inprovement, attending increment
courses or seminars, reading profession^ literature and
investigating never educational trends.
Frequency of the Perfoiroance of Professional Develoment
Tasks Perfomed by Teacher Aides
1. The chief professional development services generally rendered
by the teacher aides were: duplicating instructional materials,
exercises, drills or tests for pupils, checking and grading
oral and written assignments, of pupils, attending in-service
meetings, and observing other teachers or aides in other
classrooms.
2. The chief professional develcpment services occasionally
rendered by the teacher aides weire: reading professional
literature, checking and grading oral and written assignments
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of pupllsj recording test results In penoanent recordSji
monitoring or proctoring daring teat situations, end
attending in>servlce meetings.
3. The chief professional development services seldom rendered
b7 the teacher aides veret investigating newer educational
trends, monitoring or proctoring during test situations,
administering formal or informal tests, reading professional
literature, keeping progress reports on pi^ils' iaprovem^t
end working on research projects*
Ij.. The chief pxK>fessional develqmient services never rendered
by the teacher aides were: reading professional literature,
charting or gre^phing human behavior of pt^ils, recording
information in attendance registers, working on research
projects, testing pupils, and averaging grades for pupils.
Conclusions
The findings as reported in accordance wil^ the statistical data
pertinent to the problem-areas appear to warrant the following con¬
clusions t
1. The teachers and teacher aides eppeared to be reasonably
aware of the over-all functions and roles of the teacher
aides in the classroom.
2. Teachers and teacher aides have not been acquainted with the
specific job-descriptions of the varied and different tasks
which teacher aides may be called xq)on to perform.
3* Teacher aides were limited in the basic academic or other
types of training required in the jobs for vdiich they were
eii^loyed.
1;. Teachers did not expect too much of specific services from
the teacher aides.
The educational backgroiuid of the teacher aides did not
extend beyond three years of college work.
6. A majorlly of teacher aides and the p\q>il8 were positively
and fruitfully affected by the role of the teacher aides.
Ifore specifically, teachers expressed a sincere desire that
aides be k^t In the operation of the school.
7. Teacher aides render effective assistance to teachers in the
areas of: Instructional services. Classroom Kanagement,
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Individual Help Services to Pupils, Counseling and Guidance
Services Rendered, Discipline Tasks in Relaticm to Pupils,
Parent Substitute Services of Aides, Reporting Education
Status of Pi5)ils, Conferring vith other School Personnel,
Extaca Curricular Activities Program, CGnoraunity Relations
Services of Aides, and Professional Developaent Activities
of Aidest
8. There is not any designated ratio of teacher aides to
teachers either in reference to a classroom or a school
unit*
9, The use of teacher aides allowed teachers more time for
lesson planning and professional reading during the school
day,
10* Teacher aides in many instances expressed a desire or pre¬
ference to woric with slow pupils in those tasks where the
"aides” were called tapon to render routine services.
11* Teacher aides develop a fuller tmderstanding and eppreciation
of their arole with the passage of time*
12* Teacher aides in the over-all efficiency and effectiveness
of their job perfoimance have justified their atployment*
Implications
The findings and conclusions which stem from this research would
cppeart) warrant Ihe implications:
1* That the ei»pl(yment of teacher aides tends to ii^rovs teacher
perfozmance through the reduction of routine tasks vdiich oon-
sumie much of the teachers' time*
2* That teacher aides should be employed in terms of their com-
petence to perform specific routine tasks*
3* That most, if not aU, teacher aides should be exposed to
an in-service training and/or orientation program pointed
to job perfoimance,




The findings, conclusion^, and in^lications stemming from IMs
iresearch would ^ear to warrant the recatmaendations idiich follows
1. That school administrators explore the policy and practice
of employing teacher aides as regular staff personnel*
2« That in-service programs designed to train teadier aides
in specific job requixements be an integral part of the school's
program.
3. That job descriptions be developed for the respective tasks
'idiich teacher aides win be called tpon to perfom in the
school.
U. That school administrators and supervisors vdierever feasible
and promising, encourage teacher aides to upgrade their
academic and/or professional training to certification levels.
$• That the desirability, efficiency, and effectiveness of the
work of teacher aides be subjected to continuing research
appraisal and evaluation.
6. That the administration in Butts and Fayette Counties,
Georgia, continue the enployment and fullest use of teacher
aides in their schools.
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TEilCHERS' APFMJSAL OP THB ROLES AND FUNCTIONS OF
TEACHERS' AIDES IN ELEMENTARI SCHOOLS
A QUESTIONNAIRE
Foreword
I am certain that in 70x0* classroom and in and out of tout school
wozlc you are confronted with a considerable number of young people eadi
day.
Has it occurred to you that your contribution in training teacher
aides and future teachers of tomorrow is most vital and that you are
an izEportant factor in helping to bxdld character in the future
teachers and citizens of tomorrow's world?
This questioimaire is designed to find out about your appraisal
of the teacher aides and functi<»is of teacher aides. If you answer
the questions carefully and thox^tfuUy the information may be of
benefit to you^ to other teacher aides^ students^ teachers* research
workers* curriculum builders and principals.
Directions
For each question you are to indicate two thingst (a) with ^om
you perform the task and (b) how oft®a you perform the t^k by placing
a cross (/) in the proper colxunn of A for with whom you work and a cross
(/) in the proper column of B for how often you perform the task. The
arrangement of questions and manner of zosponse require a mjnlmum, of
























1* Co the aides reoognlse the
importance of their work
with pupils?
2« Are the aides permitted to
duplicate work materials
for pupils for Instruo-
tional purposes?
3* Are the aides permitted to
offer help to small or
large groups of pupils in
the classroom?
Co the aides select or
choose materials and aids
for use in instruction?
5. Bo the aides group pupils
for instiuctlon?
6. Bo the aides offer sugges-
ticms la selecting pro¬
cedures or methods of
instruction?
7« Bo the aides make lesson
plans, listen to reports,
review or supervise free
reading and play for pupils?
8* Bo aides place their planned
work or work planned by















S9.Do aides set up and operate
audio-visual equipment?
10, Do aides teach or offer
guidance in basic skills
to pupils?
11, Do the aides plan or offer
help in arranging the
classroom, bulletin
boards, etc,?
12, Do the aides direct
special programs, such as
socio-drama, role playing,
etc.?13,Do the aides teach reading,
dramatics or math to pupils?
Hi, Do the aides teach art or
science to pupils?15,- Do the aides teach games or
supervise physical educa¬
tion to pupils?
16, Do the aides assist pupils
in motor skills such as*
map drawing, cut-outs and
water color?
17, Do the aides examine, select























18* Do the aides assist in plan¬
ning the curriculum, class¬
room organization and teach¬
ing supplies?
19* Do the aides assist in
making arrangements for
special trips for pupils?20.Do the aides assist in
making inter-school
communication effective?




22. Do aides assist in register¬
ing pupils?23.Do aides assist in super¬
vising safety activities
for the pupils?
2ii.. Do aides plan for instruc¬
tion during emergencies?
25• Bo aides assist in house¬
keeping in classroom as
well as other school areas?
26. Do aides assist in super-
visiiig pupils entering and
leaving the school?
27* Do aides take charge while
relieving a teacher for a
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28. Do aides perform clerical
tasks during the school day?
29. Do aides assist in prepar¬
ing school reports?
30. Do aides assist in ordering
any school supplies?
Individual Help31.Do aides provide special
help for typical pupils in
academic drills and/or play
activities?32.Do aides check pupils daily
for obvious synQjtoms of
childhood diseases?
33» Do aides assist with visual
and auditory and/or physical
examinations of the pupils?
3k* Do aides assist in aiding
pupils with minor injuries or
illness?
3^. Do aides assist in helping
pupils in executing certain
duties or performing special
projects?
36. Do aides assist pupils in
make-up work in class or
after school?



















38.. Do aides counsel pupils
regarding their health*
academic progress and their
getting along wtth others?
39* Do aides assist the pupils
in developing good sports¬
manship »
liOfc Do aides assist pupils with
their personal problems*
i.e** self-discipline*
attitudes* study habits and
personal hygiene?
Ul» Do aides schedule con¬
ferences with the pupils?
Ii2. Do aides assist in re¬
assuring the handicapped
pupils?
U3* Do aides offer help to the
slow pupils and/or the
accelerated pupils?
Discipline
lili. Are aides in charge of the
pupils when the teacher is
out of the room?
Ii5. Do aides counsel large and
small groups of pupils?
mopiag
109
k6* Do aides confer with the
principal, other teachers
and/or team members about
pupils?
1^7. Do aides participate in
parent-teacher-pupil con¬
ferences?




U9. Do aides sponsor of lead
groups in building character?




51. Do aides make referrals for
disciplinary action of
pupils?
52. Do aides explain school
policies to pupils and
parents?
53. Do aides teach self-control
or self-discipline to pupils?
51i. Do aides make rules or iso¬




55* Do aides show love, accep¬
tance or empathy for dis¬
ruptive pupils?
Parent Substitute
56. Do aides give first aid to
pupils?
57» Do aides give close scrutiny
to pupils when approached?
58* Do aides mend or sew ripped
clothing for pupils?
59» Do aides display excellent
work of pupils as often as
possible?
60« Do aides manifest a genuine
interest when working with
pupils?
61* Do aides identify unhappy
pupils, if so, do you
immediately offer help,
love and affection?
62. Do aides assist younger
pupils in locating misplaced
personal belongings?
63. Do aides express your per¬
sonal likes or dislikes for
pupils* personal appearances?














65. Do aides show disapproval
when pupils fail?
66. Do aides aid pupils in learn¬
ing to assume individual and
group responsibility?
Reporting Education Status of Pupils
67* Do aides report the progress
as well as failure to parents?
68, Do aides relate the instruc¬
tional program to parents?
6?. Do aides extend invitations
to parents to attend programs,
exhibits which are executed
by the pupils?
70. Do aides solicit parents’
or guardians' cooperation
when making referrals for
pupils?




72. Do aides extend themselves
to pupils and parents in
home visitations?
73. Do aides participate in
Parent-Teacher Association
functions?








7li. Do aides confer vith
special serviee personnel,
such as guidance counselors
and social workers?
75» Do aides confer with re¬
source personnel such as
physical therapists and
speech therapists?
76. Do aides request or requisi¬
tion instructional materials
and supplies?
77. Do aides participate in
faculty meetings?
78, Do aides plan conferences
with other aides?
79. Do aides make calls con¬
cerning repair work on
teaching aids?
80, Do aides make contacts with
speech and hearing teachers
for pupils?
81, Do aides give out Information
on pupils -vdio withdraw or
enter?
Extra Curricular Activities82.Do aides collect money from




63* Do aides sponsor class
parties for pupils in class
or after school?
Do aides counsel pupils be¬
fore and after school?
85, Do aides administer ai^jr type
of punishment before or after
school?
Community Relations
86,. Do aides assist with
conaminity surveys?
87. Do aides assist in planning
various training programs for
adults in the community?
88. Do aides participate in
community affairs?
89. Do aides help to acquaint
pupils with community re¬
sources?
Do aides collect any monies
for approved drives in the
communitysuch as the March
of Dimes,, etc,?
91..^ Do aides interpret educa¬
tional policies, educa¬




















92* Do aides prepare notices of
school functions for the
public?
93* Do aides imrite persons
from the community to speak
to school groups?
9h» Do aides help to Inform the
community of elections, re¬
gistration deadlines, etc.?
Professional Development
9^* Do aides attend in-service
meetings?
96* Do aides attend increment
courses or seminars?
97* Do aides observe other
teachers or aides in other
classrooms?
98. Do aides work on research
projects?
99* Bo aides read professional
literature?
100* Do aides investigate newer
educational trends?






102* Do aides record grades on
report cards?
103. Do aides record test results
in permanent records?
___
lOU. Do aides make or correct
formal or infonnal tests?
105. Do aides administer formal
or informal tests?
106*. Do aides monitor or proctor
during test situations?
107. Do aides observe and record
human behavior during test
situations?
108. Do aides chart or graph
human behavior of pupils?
109. Do aides re-test pupils?110.- Do aides check and grade
oral and written assign¬
ments of pupils?
111. Do aides keep progress re¬
ports on pupils* Improvement?
112,. Do aides average grades for
pupils?
113. Do aides mimeograph or
duplicate instructional materials,
exercises, drills or tests for
pupils?
without
